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REVISED NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION 
TO SEAL PRIOR SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT; 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND 
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT THEREOF; 
DECLARATION OF PETER M. JACOBS 

VICKI J. AZNARAN and 
RICHARD N. AZNARAN, 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY OF 
CALIFORNIA, et al., 

Defendants. 
DATE: November 18, 1991 
TIME: 10:00 a.m. 
CTRM: Hon. James M. Ideman 

Earle C. Cooley 
COOLEY, MANION, MOORE & JONES, P.C. 
21 Custom House Street 
Boston, MA 02110 
(617) 737-3100 

William T. Drescher 
23679 Calabasas Road, Suite 338 
Calabasas, CA 91302 
(818) 591-0039 

Attorneys for Defendants arid Counter-claimants 
CHURCH OF SPIRITUAL TECHNOLOGY and 
RELIGIOUS TECHNOLOGY CENTER 

Eric M. Lieberman 
RABINOWITZ, BOUDIN, STANDARD, 
KRINSKY & LIEBERMAN, P.C. 
740 Broadway at Astor Place 
New York, NY 10003-9518 
(212) 254-1111 

John J. Quinn 
QUINN, KULLY AND MORROW 
520 S. Grand Avenue, 8th Floor 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
(213) 622-0300 

Laurie J. Bartilson 
BOWLES & MOXON 
6255 Sunset Boulevard, Suite 
Los Angeles, CA 90028 
(213) 661-4030 

Attorneys for Defendant and 
Counter-claimant 
CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY INTERNATIONAL 

Attorneys for Defendant 
AUTHOR SERVICES, INC. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA 
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James H. Berry, Jr. 
BERRY & CAHALAN 

2000 	2049 Century Park East 
Suite 2750 
Los Angeles, CA 90067 



TO PLAINTIFFS AND THEIR ATTORNEYS OF RECORD: 

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on November 18, 1991 at 10:00 

a.m. in the above-entitled Court, located at 312 N. Spring 

Street, Los Angeles, California 90012, defendants Church of 

Scientology International, Religious Technology Center, Church 

of Spiritual Technology and.  Author Services, Inc. will appear 

and move this Court for an order sealing a confidential 

document submitted to this Court by plaintiffs Vicki and 

Richard Aznaran on September 4, 1991. As grounds therefor, 

defendants state that the document in question is a Mutual 

Release of all Claims and Settlement Agreement executed by 

Gerald Armstrong, a non-party to this action, and defendant 

Church of Scientology of California. By its own terms, the 

signatories to the document were prohibited from disclosing it 

to third parties. Although defendants object generally to the 

document's introduction before this Court, defendants request 

that the document, now part of the record in this case, be 

placed under seal to prevent further improper disclosure to the 

public. 

This Motion is based upon this Notice of Motion and 

Motion, the attached Memorandum of Points and Authorities, the 

file of the case herein and such other and further evidence 

that may be submitted at oral argument of this motion. 

Dated: October 7, 1991 	 Respectfully submitted, 

I 

WILLIAM T. DRESCHER 

Earle C. Cooley 
COOLEY, MANION, MOORE & 
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JONES, P.C. 

Attorneys for Defendants 
and Counter-claimants 
CHURCH OF SPIRITUAL 
TECHNOLOGY and RELIGIOUS 
TECHNOLOGY CENTER 

--Laurie J. Bartilson 
BOWLES & MOXON 

Eric M. Lieberman 
RABINOWITZ, BOUDIN, 
STANDARD, KRINSKY & 
LIEBERMAN, P.C. 

John J. Quinn 
QUINN, KULLY AND MORROW 

Attorneys for Defendant and 
Counterclaimant CHURCH OF 
SCIENTOLOGY INTERNATIONAL 

James H. Berry, Jr. 
BERRY & CAHALAN 

Attorneys for Defendant 
AUTHOR SERVICES, INC. 
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES  

I. INTRODUCTION  

On December 6, 1986, Gerald Armstrong entered into a 

Mutual Release of All Claims and Settlement Agreement (the 

"Agreement") with defendant herein Church of Scientology 

International ("CSI") in Church of Scientology of California v.  

Armstrong, LASC No. C420153. ("Armstrong"). Pursuant to its 

terms at 18(D), the parties to the Agreement each agreed not to 

disclose its contents.1  Despite this clear term, Armstrong 

provided plaintiffs herein with a copy of the Agreement, a 

declaration concerning it, and four other exhibits, which 

plaintiffs' attorney filed with this Court on September 4, 

1991. To preserve their rights to the confidentiality of the 

Agreement, defendants move to have that Declaration of Gerald 

Armstrong dated September 3, 1991 ("the Declaration") and its 

accompanying Exhibit 1 - the Agreement - placed under the seal 

of the Court. 

II. STATEMENT OF FACTS  

Plaintiffs filed the Declaration and the Agreement in a 

purely gratuitous fashion: It accompanied no motion, request 

or other pleading, nor was it attached to any opposition or 

reply to a motion, request or other pleading. In this sense it 

appears to be another stray pellet from plaintiffs' shotgun; 

1 Defendants Religious Technology Center ("RTC") and Church 
of Scientology of California ("CSC"), while not parties to the 
Agreement, are specific third-party beneficiaries of the 
Agreement and are equally bound by its terms. 	Hence, all 
defendants join in bringing this motion. 
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unfortunately for plaintiffs, however, this bullet has 

backfired: Courts will not allow the public policy favoring 

settlement of disputes to be undermined by permitting a party 

to disregard legal and ethical considerations. The Stipulation 

to keep the Agreement and its contents private and undisclosed 

will be enforced wherever the document may illegally travel and 

to whomever it may be surreptitiously passed. In this regard, 

this Court should be aware that on July 29, 1991, the Court of 

Appeal, Second Appellate District, Division Three issued a 

decision upholding the agreement of the parties upon settlement 

that the files in the Armstrong matter would remain sealed. 

[Exhibit A.] This decision reversed an order of the trial 

court unsealing the file on a limited basis, following a 

challenge by an individual who was not a party to the 

underlying action.2  

Moreover, the full record in the Armstrong action has been 

sealed since December, 1986, based upon a stipulation of the 

parties at the time of settlement. Prior to that time, the 

underlying documents which are the subject matter of the 

Armstrong suit were sealed during the pendency of the case 

because of their confidential nature. Indeed, in an abundance 

of caution, the Armstrong defendants and cross-complainants 

have recently moved the Court of Appeal to seal the appellate 

record as well, to ensure that the privacy rights for which 

2  The lower court file was only unsealed on a temporary 
basis, and then only to permit a specific moving party, Bent 
Corydon, and his attorney to have limited access to the file. No 
portion of the file was ever made generally accessible to the 
public. 
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they bargained are maintained despite Armstrong's efforts to 

breach his Agreement. [Ex. B]. 

Thus, for virtually the entire period of its existence the 

Agreement submitted to this Court in September has been 

confidential, and subject to court—sealing. Its confidentiality 

has been secured by a provision in which each of the parties 

agreed to protect its contents from disclosure. 

Plaintiffs' counsel has admitted by virtue of his 

September 4 filing that he received the Agreement from Gerald 

Armstrong. The fact that he, and not Armstrong, submitted it 

to this Court, and did so in a covert fashion, does not in any 

manner detract from this Court's duty to protect the 

confidentiality of the Agreement's contents and ensure it 

remains sealed in accordance with the mandate of the appellate 

court. 

The sealing of the Armstrong Agreement is particularly 

compelling here because its submission to this Court 

constitutes evidence of the third time Armstrong has breached 

it by providing it to counsel representing parties involved in 

lawsuits against defendants herein: On March 19, 1990, the 

Agreement was attached as Exhibit D to a motion filed against 

defendants herein in Corydon v. Church of Scientology 

International, Inc., et al., LASC No. 694401 [Exhibit C, Motion 

only]; on July 19, 1991, the Agreement was attached as Exhibit 

1 to a declaration of Gerald Armstrong in Religious Technology  

Center, et al. v. Yanny, LASC No. BC033035 [Exhibit D, 
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Declaration only].3  

The Agreement, of course, cannot be made "public" by the 

continuous, unlawful violation of its confidentiality clause by 

a party breaching his agreement to maintain its secrecy. Faced 

with such willful and knowing violations, defendants herein 

must now seek immediate redress from this Court to seal the 

Declaration and Agreement submitted by plaintiff in order to 

preserve legal rights for which they have bargained and to 

which they are entitled. 

III. THE APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS PERMIT  

SEALING THE COURT FILE IN THIS CASE  

The United States Supreme Court has long recognized as an 

"uncontested" proposition that "the right to inspect and copy 

judicial records is not absolute" and that "every court has 

supervisory powers over its own records and files...." Nixon  

v. Warner Communications, Inc., 435 U.S. 589, 598, 98 S.Ct. 

1306, 1312 (1988); see Champion v. Superior Court, 201 

Cal.App.3d 777, 787, 247 Cal.Rptr. 624, 629 (1988), quoting in 

Matter of Estate of Hearst, 67 Cal.App. 3d 777, 783, 136 

Cal.Rptr. 821, 824 (1977) ("Clearly, a court has inherent power 

to control its own records to protect the rights of litigants 

before it..."). The Supreme Court has explained that denial of 

access to judicial records may be appropriate in a variety of 

situations, including for the protection of privacy interests. 

Nixon v. Warner Communications, 435 U.S. at 598. 

 

3 Defendants have also moved for sealing of this portion of 
the record in each of the other cases in which the Agreement has 
been introduced. 
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The appropriateness of such denial of access to the 

Agreement in this case is obvious when one considers that it is 

the policy of California's Courts to encourage settlements and 

to enforce judicially supervised settlements. Phelps v.  

Kozakere, 146 Cal.App.3d 1078, 1082-, 194 Cal.Rptr. 872, 874 

(1983); Fisher v. Superior Court, 103 Cal.App.3d 434, 437, 440-

441, 163 Cal.Rptr. 47, 49, 52 (1980). See also in re Franklin  

National Bank Securities Litigation, 92 F.R.D. 468 (E.D.N.Y 

1981), aff'd sub. nom. Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. v. Ernst 

& Ernst, 677 F.2d 230 (2nd Cir. 1982), where the court refused 

to modify a confidentiality order critical to settlement of the 

case based upon the "strong public policy favoring settlements 

of disputes," the resulting injustice to the litigants and 

undermining of future settlements based on confidentiality. 

The principles which underlie the ruling of the Franklin  

litigation apply as well to the sealing of the settlement 

agreement which appeared without defendants' consent or notice 

in the instant case. The confidentiality of the Agreement was 

a stipulation vital to defendants in settling the Armstrong  

matter. Both parties therein agreed to it. The fact that 

defendants must now seek enforcement of the Agreement in a 

court other than that which approved it makes the public policy 

argument favoring settlements no less persuasive and this 

Court's obligation to enforce the Agreement no less critical. 

Two very recent cases from the Eleventh Circuit Court of 

Appeals present anew persuasive reason why this Court should 

grant defendants' motion and seal the Declaration and the 

Agreement. 
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In Wakefield v. Church of Scientology of California, 

F.2d 	, Slip.Op. 4625 (11th Cir. 1991) [Exhibit E], plaintiff 

Wakefield settled a case with defendant Church, and then 

repeatedly violated her settlement agreement by violating its 

confidentiality provisions. The Church brought contempt 

proceedings against Wakefield, and sought to have the 

proceedings in camera, in order to protect the very privacy 

rights placed at issue by Wakefield's conduct. According to 

the Eleventh Circuit, the district court ordered that contempt 

proceedings commence before a magistrate, and closed the 

proceedings in the public and press stating: 

[D]ue to plaintiff's complete and utter 
disregard of prior orders of this court, 
the court concludes that any restriction, 
short of complete closure would be 
ineffective. ... Publicity of a private 
crusade has become her end, not the fair 
adjudication of the parties' dispute. In 
doing so, plaintiff is stealing the court's 
resources from other meritorious cases. 

Ex. E, Slip Op. at 4627. 

Various newspapers protested and appealed the closure 

order. At the conclusion of the closed proceedings, the 

magistrate found that Wakefield had willfully violated the 

court's injunction, and recommended criminal contempt 

proceedings. The district court granted the newspapers access 

to some of the transcripts of the hearings, but refused to 

permit them access to those which discussed the terms of 

Wakefield's settlement agreement -- that is, those portions of 

the proceedings which were permeated with discussions of 

matters which Wakefield and the Church had agreed to keep 

confidential, and which the Church had brought contempt 
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proceedings to protect. On appeal by the newspapers, the 

Eleventh Circuit upheld the privacy interests which the Church 

sought to protect, and refused to grant public access to any 

more of the record. Id. at 4629-4630. 

In McLean v. Church of Scientblogv of California, 	F.2d 

No. 89-3505 (11th Cir. 1991) [Exhibit F], plaintiff McLean 

similarly entered into a settlement agreement containing 

confidentiality provisions requiring her to return documents to 

defendant Church and prohibiting her from discussing the 

litigation with anyone outside her immediate family. By her 

own testimony plaintiff admitted to reacquiring certain 

documents and using them to "counsel" Church members. 	She 

further admitted to discussing certain aspects of the suit with 

people outside her immediate family. As a result the appellate 

court affirmed the district court order permanently enjoining 

McLean from disclosing any information about her lawsuit and 

the resulting Settlement Agreement entered into between the 

parties. (emphasis added) 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Defendant Church of Scientology International entered into 

a settlement agreement in another case, a provision of which 

requires that Agreement to remain confidential. The other 

party in that matter willfully and knowingly breached the 

Agreement by providing it to plaintiff herein, who then 

submitted it to this Court during its proceedings. Defendants 

seek to preserve their bargained-for privacy benefit and to 

protect their legal rights under the Agreement. This Court can 

and should preserve the sanctity of that Agreement by granting 
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defendants' motion to seal both the Agreement and the 

Declaration to which it is attached. 

Dated: October 8, 1991 	 Respectfully submitted, 

WILLIAM T. DRESCHER 

Earle C. Cooley 
COOLEY, MANION, MOORE & 
JONES, P.C. 

Attorneys for Defendants 
and Counter-claimants 
CHURCH OF SPIRITUAL 
TECHNOLOGY and RELIGIOUS 
TECHNOLOGY CENTER 

Laurie J. Bartilson 
BOWLES & MOXON 

Eric M. Lieberman 
RABINOWITZ, BOUDIN, 
STANDARD, KRINSKY & 
LIEBERMAN, P.C. 

John J. Quinn 
QUINN, KULLY AND MORROW 

Attorneys for Defendant and 
Counterclaimant CHURCH OF 
SCIENTOLOGY INTERNATIONAL 

James H. Berry, Jr. 
BERRY & CAHALAN 

Attorneys for Defendant 
AUTHOR SERVICES, INC. 
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DECLARATION OF PETER M. JACOBS  

I, Peter M. Jacobs, hereby declare: 

1. I am an attorney duly licensed to practice law in the 

State of California. I am an associate with the law firm of 

Bowles & Moxon, counsel of record-for some of the defendants in 

Aznaran v. Church of Scientology of California, et al., Case 

No. CV 88-1786 JMI(Ex). 

2. Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct 

copy of an order of the California Court of Appeal, Second 

Appellate District, Division Three in the case of Church of  

Scientology of California v. Armstrong, Appellate Case. Nos. 

B025920 and B038975. 

3. Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy 

of a Notice of Motion and Motion to Seal Record on Appeal; 

Memorandum of Points and Authorities, filed in the case of 

Church of Scientology of California v. Armstrong, Case No. 

B02590 & B038975, Court of Appeal of the State of California, 

Second Appellate District, Division Three. 

4. Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy 

of a Notice of Motion and Motion for an Order Directing 

Non-Interference with Witnesses and Disqualification of Counsel, 

filed in the case of Corydon v. Church of Scientology  

International, et al., Case No. C 694401, Los Angeles 

Superior Court. 

5. Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy 

of a Declaration of Gerald Armstrong presented to the Court at a 

hearing on July 24, 1991 in the case of Religious Technology 

Center, et al. v. Yanny, et al., Case No. BC 033035, Los 
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Angeles Superior Court. 

6. Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy 

of a slip opinion of the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals in 

the case of Wakefield v. Church of Scientology of California, 

Appellate Case. No. 89-3796, entered on August 12, 1991. 

7. Attached hereto as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy 

of a slip opinion of the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals in 

the case of McLean v. Church of Scientology of California, et  

al., Appellate Case No. 89-3505, entered on September 17, 

1991. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is 

true and correct. 

Executed at Los Angeles, California, the 7th day of October 

1991. 

1-1;7thN 	 
Peter M. Jac s 
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EXHIBIT A 



CERTIFIED FOR PUBLICATION 

IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

SECOND APPELLATE DISTRICT 

DIVISION THREE 

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY 	 ) 	B025920 & B038975 
OF CALIFORNIA, et al., 	 ) 

) 	(Super.Ct.No. C 420153) 
) 
) 	 IEL 

v. 	 )) PULED 
) 

GERALD ARMSTRONG, 	 ) 	
jUt. 2  9 ►991 

) 
Defendant 	 ) MEEK N.WILSOk clerk 
and Respondent. 	 ) 
	 ) 	 01004fCtd( 

Appeal from a judgment and an order after judgment 

of the Superior Court of Los Angeles County. Paul G. 

Breckenridge, Jr., and Bruce R. Geernaert, Judges. Judgment 

affirmed; order reversed. 

Rabinowitz, Boudin, Standard, Krinsky & Lieberman, 

Bowles & Moxon, Eric M. Lieberman, Timothy Bowles, Kendrick 

L. Moxon and Michael Lee Hertzberg for Plaintiffs and 

Appellants. 

Gerald Armstrong, In Propria Persona, Toby L. 

Plevin, Paul Morantz and Michael L. Walton for Respondent. 

Lawrence Wollersheim, Amicus Curiae, on behalf of 

Respondent. 

013 

Plaintiffs 
and Appellants, 



In consolidated appeals, the Church of Scientology 

(the Church) and Mary Sue Hubbard (hereafter collectively 

"plaintiffs") appeal from an order after appealable judgment 

unsealing the file in Church of Scientology of California v. 

Gerald Armstrong (B038975), and from the judgment entered in 

the case (B025920). We vacate the order and affirm the 

judgment. 

FACTS AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY 

In the underlying action, the Church sued 

Armstrong, a former Church worker, alleging he converted to 

his own use confidential archive materials and disseminated 

the same to unauthorized persons, thereby breaching his 

fiduciary duty to the Church, which sought return of the 

documents, injunctive relief against further dissemination 

of the information contained therein, imposition of a 

constructive trust over the property and any profits 

Armstrong might realize from his use of the materials, as 

well as damages. Mary Sue Hubbard (Hubbard), wife of Church 

founder L. Ron Hubbard, intervened in the action, alleging 

causes of action for conversion, invasion of privacy, 

possession of personal property [sic], and declaratory and 

injunctive relief. Armstrong cross-complained, seeking 

damages for fraud, intentional infliction of emotional 

distress, libel, breach of contract, and tortious 

014 



interference with contract. 

With respect to the complaint and 

complaint-in-intervention, the trial court found the Church 

had made out a prima facie case of cdnversion, breach of 

fiduciary duty, and breach of, confidence, and that Mary Sue 

Hubbard had made out a prima facie case of conversion and 

invasion of privacy. However, the court also determined 

that Armstrong's conduct was justified, in that he believed 

the Church threatened harm to himself and his wife, and that 

he could prevent such harm by taking and keeping the 

documents. 

Following those determinations the court made and 

entered an order, entitled "Judgment," on August 10, 1984,1/ 

ordering and adjudging that plaintiffs take nothing by their 

complaint and complaint-in-intervention, and that defendant 

Armstrong have and recover his costs and disbursements. 

Plaintiffs filed notice of appeal from that order. 

We dismissed the appeal (B005912) because that 

"judgment" was not a final judgment and was not appealable; 

Armstrong's cross-complaint had not yet been resolved and 

further judicial action was essential to the final 

determination of the rights of the parties. (Lyon v. Goss  

11  The "judgment" of August 10, 1984, is not 
included in the present record on appeal. However, it is 
included in the petition of plaintiffs and appellants for 
review by our Supreme Court of our decision (B005912) in 
this case, filed December 18, 1986. 
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(1942) 19 Ca1.2d 659, 670.) 

Armstrong's cross-action was then settled and 

dismissed, the subject documents were ordered returned to 

the Church, and the record was sealed by Judge Breckenridge 

pursuant to stipulation of the parties. The dismissal of 

Armstrong's cross-action was a final determination of the 

rights of the parties, and constituted a final judgment, 

permitting appellate review of the court's interlocutory 

order captioned "judgment" filed August 10, 1984. 

Plaintiffs then timely filed a new notice of appeal 

(B025920), from the orders entitled "Order for Return of 

Exhibits and Sealed Documents" and "Order Dismissing Action 

With Prejudice," both filed December 11, 1986, and from the 

"Judgment" filed August 10, 1984, stating that the appeal 

was "only from so much of those orders and judgment which 

denied damages to plaintiff and plaintiff-intervenor" on 

their complaints. We rule that the Order Dismissing Action 

with Prejudice is the appealable judgment in 8025920.21  

The Unsealing Order After Judgment (3038975)  

On October 11, 1988, Bent Corydon, who is a party 

2/ We later granted the motion of appellant Church 
to deem the record on appeal in B005912 to be the record on 
appeal in B025920, which is one of the current consolidated 
appeals; we also take judicial notice of the entire record 
in B005912. Consequently the reporters' transcript, the 
appendices of the parties on appeal, and the parties' briefs 
in case No. B005912 are part of the record on appeal in 
B025920. The parties have also filed briefs in B025928. 

4 
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to other litigation against the Church, moved to unseal the 

record.in this case for the purpose of preparing for trial 

of his cases. He sought only private disclosure. Judge 

Breckenridge having retired, Corydon's motion was heard by 

Judge Geernaert, who made an ,order dated November 9, 1988, 

which he clarified by another order dated November 30, 1988, 

which opened the record not only to Corydon but also to the 

general public, thus vacating the earlier order made by 

Judge Breckenridge. 

On December 19, 1988, plaintiffs Church and Hubbard 

filed a timely notice of appeal from those orders made after 

appealable judgment. That appeal, B038975, is the other of 

the current consolidated appeals. 

On December 22, 1988, Division Four of this court 

issued an order staying Judge Geernaert's orders 

(1) unsealing the record and (2) denying a motion for 

reconsideration of the unsealing order, to the extent those 

orders unsealed the record as to the general public and 

permitted review by any person other than Corydon and his 

counsel of record. On December 29, 1988, Division Four 

modified this stay order by adding to it a protective order 

prohibiting Corydon and his counsel from disseminating 

copies of or disclosing the content of any documents found 

in the file to the public or any third party, except to the 

extent necessary to litigate the actions to which Corydon 

017 



and the Church were parties. Corydon and his counsel were 

also required to make good faith efforts in Corydon's 

litigation to submit under seal any documents they found in 

the file of this case. 	 - 

On this appeal, Corydon argues in favor of the 

trial court's order unsealing the record, as he wishes to be 

free of the protective orders contained in the modified stay 

order issued by Division Four. 

The "Judgment" of August 10, 1984 (3025920)  

Armstrong's taking of the documents is undisputed. 

The evidence relating to his claim of justification, which 

was found credible by the trial court,a/ established that 

Armstrong was a dedicated member of the Church for a period 

of twelve years. For ten of those years, he was a member of 

the Sea Organization, an elite group of Scientologists 

working directly under Church founder L. Ron Hubbard. In 

1979, Armstrong became a part of L. Ron Hubbard's "Household 

Unit" at Gilman Hot Springs, California. 

In January 1980, fearing a raid by law enforcement 

agencies, Hubbard's representatives ordered the shredding of 

all documents showing that Hubbard controlled Scientology 

organizations, finances, personnel, or the property at 

a/ Plaintiffs' contention that certain testimony 
was impeached by testimony given in other proceedings 
subsequent to the judgment herein is, of course, not 
cognizable on this appeal. 
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Gilman Hot Springs. In a two-week period, approximately one 

million pages were shredded pursuant to this order. 

In the course of the inspection of documents for 

potential shredding, Armstrong reviewed a box containing 

Hubbard's early personal letters, diaries, and other 

writings, which Armstrong preserved. 

Thereafter, Armstrong petitioned for permission to 

conduct research for a planned biography of Hubbard, using 

his discovery of the boxed materials. Hubbard approved the 

petition, and Armstrong, who had discovered and preserved 

approximately 16 more boxes of similar materials, became the 

Senior Personal Relations Officer Researcher. He 

subsequently moved the materials to the Church of 

Scientology Cedars Complex in Los Angeles. 

Hubbard selected one Omar Garrison to write his 

biography. Armstrong became Garrison's research assistant, 

copying documents and delivering the copies to him, 

traveling with him, arranging interviews for him, and 

generally consulting with him about the project. Armstrong 

also conducted a genealogical study of Hubbard's family, and 

organized the materials he had gathered into bound volumes 

for Garrison's use, retaining a copy for the Church 

archives. The number of documents obtained by Armstrong 

ultimately reached 500,000 to 600,000. Within a week after 

commencing the biography project, Armstrong and Garrison 
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began to note discrepancies between the information set 

forth in the documents and representations previously made 

concerning Hubbard. Then Armstrong was summoned to Gilman 

Hot Springs, where he was ordered to undergo a "security 

checks consisting of interrogation while connected to a 

crude lie-detector called an E-meter, to determine what 

materials he had delivered to Garrison and to meet charges 

that he was speaking out against Hubbard. 

In November 1981, Armstrong wrote a report urging 

the importance of ensuring the accuracy of all materials 

published concerning L. Ron Hubbard, and relating examples 

of factual inaccuracies in previous publications. In 

December 1981, Armstrong and his wife left the Church, 

surreptitiously moving their possessions from the Church 

premises because they knew that persons attempting to leave 

were locked up, subjected to security checks, and forced to 

sign promissory notes to the Church, confessions of 

"blackmailable" material obtained from their personal files, 

and incriminating documents, and they were afraid that they 

would be forced to do the same. Before leaving, Armstrong 

and his wife copied a number of documents which he delivered 

to Garrison for his work on the Hubbard biography. After 

leaving, Armstrong cooperated with his successor, assisting 

him in locating documents and other items. 

Commencing in February 1982, the international 
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Church of Scientology issued a series of "suppressive person 

declares" in effect labelling Armstrong an enemy of the 

Church and charging that he had taken an unauthorized leave, 

was spreading destructive rumors about senior Church 

officials, and secretly planned to leave the Church. These 

"declares" subjected Armstrong to the "Fair Game Doctrine" 

of the Church, which permits a suppressive person to be 

"tricked, sued or lied to or destroyed . 	. [or] deprived 

of property or injured by any means by any 

Scientologist. 	." 

At around the same time, the Church confiscated 

photographs of Hubbard and others that Armstrong had 

arranged to sell to one Virgil Wilhite. When Armstrong met 

with Church members and demanded the return of the 

photographs, he was ordered from the Church property and 

told to get an attorney. Thereafter, he received a letter 

from Church counsel threatening him with a lawsuit. In 

early May 1982, he became aware of private investigators 

watching his house and following him. 

These events caused Armstrong to fear that his life 

and that of his wife were in danger, and that he would be 

made the target of costly and harassing lawsuits. The 

author, Garrison, feared that his home would be burglarized 

by Church personnel seeking to retrieve the documents in his 

possession. 
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For these reasons, Armstrong took a number of 

documents from Garrison and sent them to his attorney. 

Following commencement of the instant action, 

Armstrong was pushed or shoved by one of the Church's 

investigators. In a later incident his elbow was struck by 

an investigator's vehicle; still later, the same 

investigator pulled in front of Armstrong on a freeway and 

slammed on his brakes. This investigator's vehicle also 

crossed a lane line as if to push Armstrong off of the 

road. Plaintiffs' position is that the investigators were 

hired solely for the purpose of regaining the documents 

taken by Armstrong. 

Trial of the complaint and the 

complaint-in-intervention was by the court sitting without a 

jury. On August 10, 1984, the court made its order, 

captioned "Judgment," ordering that plaintiff Church and 

plaintiff in intervention Hubbard, take nothing by their 

complaint and complaint-in-intervention and that defendant 

Armstrong have and recover from each of them his costs and 

disbursements. 

DISCUSSION 

The Order Unsealing The Record Must Be Reversed  

"Although the California Public Records Act (Gov. 

Code, §§ 6250 [et seq.]) does not apply to court records 
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(see § 6252, subd. (a)), there can be no doubt that court 

records are public records, available to the public in 

general 	. unless a specific exception makes specific 

records nonpublic. (See Craemer v. Superior Court (1968) 

265 Cal.App.2d 216, 220-222 	. . .) To prevent secrecy in 

public affairs public policy makes public records and 

documents available for public inspection by . . . members 

of the general public . . 	[Citations.] Statutory 

exceptions exist [citations], as do judicially created 

exceptions, generally temporary in nature, exemplified by 

such cases as Craemer, supra, and Rosato v. Superior Court  

(1975) 51 Cal.App.3d 190 . . . , which involved temporary 

sealing of grand jury transcripts during criminal trials to 

protect defendant's right to a fair trial free from adverse 

advance publicity. Clearly, a court has inherent power to 

control its own records to protect rights of litigants 

before it, but 'where there is no contrary statute or 

countervailing public policy, the right to inspect public 

records must be freely allowed.' (Craemer, supra, 265 

Cal.App.2d at p. 222.) The court in Craemer suggested that 

countervailing public policy might come into play as a 

result of events that tend to undermine individual security, 

personal liberty, or private property, or that injure the 

public or the public good." (Estate of Hearst, (1977), 67 

Cal.App.3d 777, 782-783.) 
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"If public court business is conducted in private, 

it becomes impossible to expose corruption, incompetence, 

inefficiency, prejudice, and favoritism. For this reason 

traditional Anglo-American jurisprudence distrusts secrecy 

in judicial proceedings and favors a policy of maximum 

public access to proceedings and records of judicial 

tribunals. Thus in Sheppard v. Maxwell (1966) 384 U.S. 333, 

350 [16 L.Ed.2d 600, 613, 86 S.Ct. 1507], the court said it 

is a vital function of the press to subject the judicial 

process to 'extensive public scrutiny and criticism.' And 

the California Supreme Court has said, 'it is a first 

principle that the people have the right to know what is 

done in their courts. 	(In re Shortridge (1893) 99 Cal. 

526, 530 . 	. .) Absent strong countervailing reasons, the 

public has a legitimate interest and right of general access 

to court records . 	" (Estate of Hearst, supra, 67 

Cal.App.3d at p. 784.) 

We are unaware of any showing made before Judge 

Breckenridge, other than the parties' stipulation, 

justifying sealing by the trial court of the record in this 

case. However, inasmuch as the parties agreed to the 

sealing in December of 1986, and no third party intervened 

at that time to seek reconsideration or review of the 

court's order, the order became final long before Corydon 

intervened in the action almost two years later. 
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In Greene v. State Farm Fire & Casualty Co. (1990) 

224 Cal.App.3d 1583, the court stated at page 1588: "The 

power of one judge to vacate an order duly made by another 

judge is limited. In Fallon v. Superior Court (1939) 33 

Cal.App.2d 48, 52 . 	. we isued a writ of prohibition 

restraining a successor law and motion judge from vacating 

an order of his predecessor, stating, 'Except in the manner 

prescribed by statute a superior court may not set aside an 

order regularly made.' In Sheldon v Superior Court (1941) 

42 Cal.App.2d 406, 408 . . . the Court of Appeal, Second 

Appellate District annulled the order of one probate judge 

which vacated the previously made order of another probate 

judge appointing an administrator, stating 'that a valid 

order made ex parte may be vacated only after a showing of 

cause for the making of the latter order, that is, that in 

the making of the original order there was (1) inadvertence, 

(2) mistake, or (3) fraud.' Even more on point, in Wyoming  

Pacific Oil Co, v. Preston (1958) 50 Ca1.2d 736, 739 . . 

the California Supreme Court reversed the order of a second 

judge dismissing an action under former [Code of Civil 

Procedure] section 581a for failure to make service of 

process within three years, after a first judge had found as 

a fact that the affected defendant was concealing himself to 

avoid service of process, quoting Sheldon. [Citation.]" 

(Fn. omitted.) 
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In Greene, supra, Alameda County Superior Court 

Judge Donald McCullum issued general order 3.30, in which he 

found it impracticable, futile, or impossible to bring 

certain cases, including Greene, to trial within the 

applicable five-year limitation period (Code Civ. Proc., 

§ 583, subd. (b)), and extended the deadline for bringing 

those cases to trial. Thereafter, Judge Richard Bartalini, 

to whom the case was assigned for trial, dismissed the 

action, on motion of the defendants, for failure to bring it 

to trial within five years. The court stated, "[D]efendants 

were, in effect, asking Judge Bartalini to focus on the 

particular facts of the case and, in light of those facts, 

to rethink Judge McCullum's order and to see whether he 

agreed with it. No statutory authority exists for such a 

request, and Judge Bartalini erred in granting it. 

[Citations.] General order 3.30 could 'not be set aside 

simply because "the court concludes differently than it has 

upon its first decision."' [Citations.]" (Greene v. State  

Farm Fire & Casualty Co., supra, 224 Cal.App.3d at p. 1589.) 

In our case, Corydon intervened in the action 

between plaintiffs and Armstrong, seeking access to the 

sealed record for the limited purpose of preparing his own 

cases involving the Church. Judge Geernaert, on his own 

motion, vacated Judge Breckenridge's order sealing the 

record. The time had long since expired for reconsideration 
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of Judge Breckenridge's order (Code Civ. Proc., § 1008), or 

relief therefrom pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 

473, and the parties had the right to rely on the sealing 

order. No showing was made other than that supporting 

Corydon's motion for access 'to the record.4J We hold Judge 

Geernaert exceeded his authority in vacating Judge 

Breckenridge's order sealing the record.51  

4/ Plaintiffs do not challenge Corydon's access to 
the record, stating in their brief: "Corydon's access must 
continue to be limited by the conditions imposed thus far by 
this court's Modified Temporary Stay Order . . . . He 
sought access only for use in private litigation against the 
Church; this court's order, which permits him to use the 
information he obtains only in said litigations and only 
after making a good faith effort to have it introduced under 
seal, is appropriately tailored to meet his asserted need 
without unnecessarily invading appellants' privacy." 
Pursuant to the stay order issued by Division Four, Corydon 
has had the desired access since December 22, 1988, and the 
issue is moot as to him. He now seeks in this court more 
than he sought by his motion in the trial court. 

51  Armstrong, who did not participate in the 
hearing on the motion below, has filed a brief claiming the 
record should be unsealed because the Church has failed to 
comply with the terms of its settlement agreement with him. 
His declarations to the latter effect are not properly 
before us on this appeal, as they were not considered by the 
trial court. We therefore consider neither the meaning of 
the portions of the settlement agreement to which he refers 
nor the question whether the Church has complied therewith. 

We are also in receipt of an amicus curiae brief of 
Lawrence Wollersheim, who urges unsealing of the record 
based on reasons of public policy. Wollersheim's argument 
is directed primarily to the documentary exhibits lodged in 
the underlying case. Those documents have been returned to 
the Church in accordance with the terms of the settlement 
agreement. 
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interest of the party in confidentiality outweighs the 

public policy in favor of open court records. 'The law 

favors maximum public access to judicial proceedings and 

court records. [Citations.] Judicial records are 

historically and presumptively open to the public and there 

is an important right of access which should not be closed 

except for compelling countervailing reasons.' 

[Citation.)" 	(Id. at p. 788.) 

Plaintiffs cite Champion, claiming, inter alia, 

that the appellate court, in granting the motion to seal in 

that case, stated it was "influenced by the parties' 

agreement to the procedure and by the lower court's sealing 

028 
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of its records." The quoted language appears at page 786 of 

the decision, and refers to the court's initial response to 

requests to seal received in connection with the petition, 

opposition, and amici curiae requests. Later, after 

receiving "rebuttal briefs, *rebuttal declarations, reply to 

amici, declarations in reply to amici, and supplemental 

declarations," (Champion v. Superior Court, supra, 201 

Cal.App.3d at p. 786) resulting in a file containing "some 

sealed documents, some public documents, and many documents 

not yet designated as sealed or public," (ibid.) most of 

which blended together discussions of confidential and 

public materials, as well as requests to seal all of the 

documents without any explanation of why any of the 

documents deserved such treatment (ibid.), the court stated, 

at page 787, "it is apparent that we acted precipitously in 

granting the earliest, unsupported, requests to seal 

documents lodged or filed in this matter." While the court 

did ultimately grant the application to seal the entire 

file, it did so because of the confusion and undue 

complication and delay that would be caused by return of the 

documents for segregation into public and confidential 

portions. (Id. at pp. 789-790.) 

In our case, plaintiffs have not formally requested 

sealing of the record on appeal. They argue, in seeking 

reversal of Judge Geernaert's order vacating the sealing 
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order made in the trial court, that their pursuit of an 

action brought primarily for the purpose of protecting their 

respective privacy interests in the documents converted by 

Armstrong should not cause disclosure of_the very 

information they sought to protect, through references in 

the record to such information. The argument is not limited 

to any particular portion or portions of the voluminous 

record of the trial court proceedings. Should plaintiffs 

move to seal the record on appeal, we would require a much 

more particularized showing. 

The Defense of Justification Applies 
To The Causes Of Action Alleged 
Against Armstrong; The Judgment Is Affirmed 

"One who invades the right of privacy of another is 

subject to liability for the resulting harm to the interests 

of the other." (Rest.2d Torts, § 652A (1).) "The right of 

privacy is invaded by [1] (a) unreasonable intrusion upon 

the seclusion of another, . . . or . . . (c) unreasonable 

publicity given to the other's private life . . 

(Rest.2d Torts, § 652 A (2).) "The rules on conditional 

privileges to publish defamatory matter stated in §§ 594 to 

598A, and on the special privileges stated in §§ 611 and 

612, apply to the publication of any matter that is an 

invasion of privacy." (Rest.2d Torts, § 652G.) Under 

section 594 of the Restatement "[a]n occasion makes a 
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publication conditionally privileged if the circumstances 

induce a correct or reasonable belief that (a) there is 

information that affects a sufficiently important interest 

of the publisher, and (b) the recipient's knowledge of the 

defamatory matter will be of service in the lawful 

protection of the interest." 

"Unless otherwise agreed, an agent is subject to a 

duty to the principal not to use or to communicate 

information confidentially given him by the principal or 

acquired by him during the course of or on account of his 

agency or in violation of his duties as agent, in 

competition with or to the injury of the principal, on his 

own account or on behalf of another, although such 

information does not relate to the transaction in which he 

is then employed, unless the information is a matter of 

general knowledge." (Res.2d Agency, § 395.) However, "[a]n 

agent is privileged to protect interests of his own which 

are superior to those of the principal, even though he does 

so at the expense of the principal's interests or in 

disobedience to his orders." (Res.2d Agency, § 418.) 

With respect to plaintiffs' causes of action for 

conversion, "[o]ne is privileged to commit an act which 

would otherwise be a trespass to or a conversion of a 

chattel in the possession of another, for the purpose of 

defending himself or a third person against the other, under 
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the same conditions which would afford a privilege to 

inflict a harmful or offensive contact upon the other for 

the same purpose." (Res.2d Torts, § 261.) "For the purpose 

of defending his own person, an actor is privileged to make 

intentional invasions of andther's interests or personality 

when the actor reasonably believes that such other person 

intends to cause a confinement or a harmful or offensive 

contact to the actor, or that such invasion of his interests 

is reasonably probable, and the actor reasonably believes 

that the apprehended harm can be safely prevented only by 

the infliction of such harm upon the other. (See § 63.) A 

similar privilege is afforded an actor for the protection of 

certain third persons. (See § 76.)" (Res.2d Torts, § 261, 

com.) 

We find no California case, and the parties cite 

none, holding that the above described privileges apply in 

this state.-E/ We believe the trial court appropriately 

No purpose would be served by our engaging in 
an exhaustive discussion of each of the points asserted by 
plaintiffs. 

For example, plaintiffs misconstrue the decision in 
Dietemann v. Time. Inc. (1971) 449 F.2d 245. The Dietemann  
court stated: "Privilege concepts developed in defamation 
cases and to some extent in privacy actions in which 
publication is an essential component are not relevant in 
determining liability for intrusive conduct antedating 
publication." (Id. at pp. 249-250.) The question in that 
case was whether the defendant, whose employees gained 
entrance to plaintiff's home by subterfuge and there 
photographed him and recorded his conversation without his 

(Footnote Continued) 
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adopted the Restatement approach respecting conditional 

privilege. (See 5 Witkin, Summary of Cal. Law (9th ed. 

1988) Torts, § 278, p. 360; Gilmore_v. Superior Court (1991) 

230 Cal.App.3d 416, 421.) 

In its statement of decision the court found 

Armstrong delivered the documents in question to his 

(Footnote 6 Continued) 

consent, was insulated from liability by the First Amendment 
because its employees did these acts for the purpose of 
gathering material for a magazine story which was thereafter 
published. The case has nothing to do with the 
justification asserted herein. Pearson v. Dodd (1969) 410 
F.2d 701, is similarly inapposite. 

Discussing the privilege of an agent set forth in 
section 418 of the Restatement, plaintiffs point to the last 
sentence of comment b, which reads: "So, too, if the agent 
acquires things in violation of his duty of loyalty, he is 
subject to liability for a failure to use them for the 
benefit of the principal." This language has reference to 
the initial sentence of the comment: "If the conflict of 
interests is created through a breach of duty by the agent, 
the agent is subject to liability if he does not prefer his 
principal's interests." In the present case, the conflict 
was created by the plaintiffs, who threatened Armstrong with 
harm. 

Referring to comment b to section 396 of the 
Restatement Second of Agency, which has to do with the use 
of customer lists in unfair competition, plaintiffs urge 
that even if Armstrong was privileged to verbally report to 
others information he gained in his capacity as an agent of 
the Church, he would not be privileged under any 
circumstances to retain or disseminate Church documents. 
They also urge, based on cases which are inapposite to that 
at bench, that the justification defense applies only in 
emergency situations requiring immediate action to avert 
danger, or where the agent believes that the principal's 
documents are the fruits or instrumentalities of crime or 
fraud. The court found, on substantial evidence, that 
Armstrong was under a reasonable apprehension of danger when 
he delivered the documents to his attorney. More was not 
required. 
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attorney ". . . because he believed that his life, physical 

and mental well-being, as well as that of his wife, were 

threatened because the organization was aware of what he 

knew about the life of L. Ron Hubbard, the secret 

machinations and financial activities of the Church, and his 

dedication to the truth. He believed that the only way he 

could defend himself, physically as well as from harassing 

lawsuits, was to take from Omar Garrison those materials 

which would support and corroborate everything that he had 

been saying within the Church about L. Ron Hubbard and the 

Church, or refute the allegations made against him in the 

April 22 Suppressive Person Declare. He believed that the 

only way he could be sure that the documents would remain 

secure for his future use was to send them to his attorneys, 

and that to protect himself, he had to go public so as to 

minimize the risk that L. Ron Hubbard, the Church, or any of 

their agents would do him physical harm." The court's 

findings were substantially supported by the evidence 

adduced at trial. 

Admission of Documentary and Testimonial 
Evidence Over Appellants' Objections Did 
Not Result In A Miscarriage of Justice  

Armstrong's defense was predicated on his claim 

that he reasonably believed the Church intended to cause him 

harm, and that he could prevent the apprehended harm only by 
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taking the documents, even though the taking resulted in 

harm to the Church. 

Plaintiffs complain of the trial court's admission 

of documentary and testimonial evidence concerning the 

history of Armstrong's relationship with the Church, and 

certain practices of the Church in relation to its members, 

as well as its former members and/or critics. The record is 

replete with statements of the court's recognition of the 

limited purpose for which the complained of statements were 

properly admitted, i.e, to prove Armstrong's state of mind 

when he converted the Church's documents. These statements 

are referenced in Armstrong's briefs, and acknowledged by 

plaintiffs. 

Plaintiffs complain that certain testimony of 

defense witnesses was irrelevant, as there was no showing 

that Armstrong was aware of the facts to which the witnesses 

testified. The testimony in question was largely 

corroborative of Armstrong's testimony with respect to 

Church practices affecting his state of mind, and was 

relevant to the issue of the reasonableness of his belief 

that the Church intended to cause him harm. 

Plaintiffs complain, finally, that the trial 

court's statement of decision shows the court improperly 

considered the evidence admitted for the limited purpose of 

establishing Armstrong's state of mind. We are satisfied 
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the complained of comments reflect the court's findings on 

the elements of the justification defense asserted by 

Armstrong, and that neither the admission of the evidence 

nor the court's comments resulted in a miscarriage of 

justice. 	(Cal. Const., art: VI, § 13.) 

DECISION  

The judgment is affirmed. The order vacating the 

order sealing the record in the trial court is reversed. 

Each party to bear its own costs on this appeal. 

CERTIFIED FOR PUBLICATION  

DANIELSON, J. 

We concur: 

KLEIN, P.J. 

HINZ, J. 
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IN THE COURT OF APPEAL OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

CHURCH 
CALIFORNIA, 

SECOND APPELLATE DISTRICT 

Case Nos. 	B025920 & B038975 

DIVISION THREE 

OF SCIENTOLOGY OF 	) 
) 
) 

Plaintiff-Appellant, 

and 

) 
) 
) 

LASC No. 	C420153 

) NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION 
MARY SUE HUBBARD, ) 

) 
TO SEAL RECORD ON APPEAL; 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND 

v. ) AUTHORITIES; DECLARATION OF 
) KENNETH LONG 

GERALD ARMSTRONG, ) 
) 

Defendant-Respondent. ) 
) 

Plaintiff Church of Scientology of California 

("CSC") and Intervenor Mary Sue Hubbard ("Mrs. Hubbard") 

hereby move the Court for an order sealing portions of the 

record on appeal. 

This motion to seal is made on the ground that the case 

was filed to vindicate property and privacy interests that had 

been invaded by defendant, and to leave these portions of 

appellate record unsealed will result in further violations of 

those interests. In addition, the trial court found that 

documents in issue in this case were stolen from plaintiff, and 

that CSC "had made out a prima facie case of conversion, breach 

of fiduciary duty, and breach of confidence, and that Mary Sue 

Hubbard had made out a prima facie case of conversion and 

invasion of privacy." When the case was settled in December 

1986, the parties entered into a stipulation that the court 
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files would be sealed, and the July 29, 1991 decision of this 

Court upheld the validity of that stipulation against a 

challenge by an individual who was not a party to the 

underlying action, and ruled that the files below should remain 

sealed pursuant to agreement of the-parties upon settlement. 

This action was the only method available to appellants to 

protect their rights, and the sealing of the files is therefore 

proper. 

This motion is based on this notice of motion and motion, 

the attached Declaration of Kenneth Long, the attached 

Memorandum of Points and Authorities, the Brief of Appellants, 

Reply Brief of Appellants and Response to Cross Appeal, 

the record on appeal and the briefs on file herein. 

DATED: September 11, 1991 	 Respectfully submitted, 

Eric M. Lieberman 
RABINOWITZ, BOUDIN, 
STANDARD, KRINSKY & 
LIEBERMAN, P.C. 

BOWLES & MOXON 

By: 

  

Helena K. Kobrin 

Counsel for 
Plaintiff and Appellant 

MICHAEL LEE HERTZBERG 
Counsel for Intervenor and 
Appellant MARY SUE HUBBARD 
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I.  

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT  

On July 29, 1991, this Court issued its decision in this 

case reversing an Order of the trial court unsealing the file 

in Church of Scientoloay of California v. Armstrong 

(B038975). The Court ruled that the trial court files were to 

remain sealed, but also ruled that "plaintiffs have not 

formally requested sealing of the record on appeal," and left 

it open for them to do so. (Decision at 18-19.) Appellants 

hereby accept that invitation and request that the Court order 

portions of the appellate record sealed as well. 

The full record below has been sealed since December 

1986 based upon stipulation of the parties at the time of 

settlement. Prior to that time, the underlying documents which 

are the subject matter of this suit were sealed during the 

pendency of the case because of their confidential nature. The 

trial court has ruled that defendant's actions with respect to 

the documents constitute conversion, breach of fiduciary duty, 

and breach of confidence with respect to plaintiff, and 

conversion and invasion of privacy with respect to Intervenor 

Mary Sue Hubbard. The appellate record is permeated with 

references to and discussions of the stolen documents 

throughout. Under these circumstances, it is appropriate for 

the Court to order portions of the record on appeal sealed. 

II. 

THE FACTS OF THIS CASE PROVIDE AMPLE CRITERIA 
UPON WHICH A SEALING ORDER CAN BE MADE  

The documents in this case were kept in the court files 
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under seal from shortly after the inception of this lawsuit. 

At that time, Judge Cole of the Superior Court issued a temporary 

restraining order and then a preliminary injunction requiring 

defendant to deposit the documents which he had converted from 

plaintiff with the clerk of the court under seal. They 

remained under seal up to the time of trial, and many of them 

continued to be sealed -after that time. 

Appellants' claims in this case were tried before Judge 

Breckenridge without a jury in May 1984. At trial, appellants 

presented their case without introducing any of the private 

documents so as not to undermine the very privacy rights they 

brought suit to protect. Nonetheless, at the close of trial, 

at Armstrong's request, and over appellants' objections, the 

court admitted into evidence and ordered unsealed a small 

percentage of the thousands of documents held under seal by the 

clerk on the around that they were relevant to Armstrong's 

defense. These documents were unsealed, and auotations from 

them and information derived from them entered the trial 

transcript and pleading file of the case. 

On June 20, 1984, Judge Breckenridge issued a Memorandum 

of Intended Decision, (Exhibit A), which became a Statement of 

Decision by Minute Order dated July 20, 1984. (EX. B.) The 

decision included findings of liability on the part of 

Armstrong for conversion, breach of fiduciary duty, breach of 

confidence and invasion of privacy. Judge Breckenridge's 

Decision ordered certain documents the court had admitted into 

evidence to be unsealed, but a series of appeals effectively 

kept these papers under seal until December 1986, when they 
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were returned to CSC as part of the settlement agreement 

described below. 

After lengthy negotiations, the parties presented Judge 

Breckenridge on December 11, 1986, with a settlement of 

Armstrong's countersuit and the injunctive portion of 

appellants' claims against Armstrong. The injunctive claims 

were mooted by the return to plaintiff of all but six of the 

documents which were kept in the court's files because they 

were in controversy in pending litigation in another case. The 

returned documents included all documents that had been entered 

into evidence. An integral, indispensable part of that 

settlement was the sealing of the court's recorder and the 

stolen documents still held by the court. 

The sealing aspect of the settlement was documented in the 

stipulated Sealing Order executed and entered by Judge 

Breckenridge on December 11, 1986, (Ex. C): 

The entire remaining record of this case, 
save only this order, the order of dismissal 
of the case, and any orders necessary to 
effectuate this order and the order of 
dismissal, are agreed to be placed under the 
seal of the Court. 

Ex. C at 2. The cross-complaint was dismissed with prejudice 

by Judge Breckenridge on that same day, December 11, 1986. 

(Order Dismissing Action With Prejudice, Ex. D.) 

On October 11, 1988, almost two years after the settle-

ment of the case and sealing of the record, non-party Bent 

Corydon filed his motion to unseal the file. Los Angeles 

1. Because of the court's evidentiary rulings, quotations and 
information from the private documents did appear in the 
transcript of the trial and the pleading file. 
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Superior Court Judge Geernaert went far beyond what Corydon 

requested and ordered the files totally unsealed. In its July 

29, 1991 decision, this Court ruled that the unsealing by Judge 

Geernaert had been improper, and ordered the files resealed. 

The Court ruled, however, that the appellate files were not to 

be sealed, but that plaintiff could move for a sealing order. 

The record on appeal consists of various categories of 

documents, primarily the trial transcripts, trial exhibits, 

including those which were sealed documents which Judge 

Breckenridge allowed into the trial record, and briefs 

discussing those exhibits in detail. Because of the findings 

of the trial court with respect to appellants' prima facie case 

against defendant on several causes of action, the fact that 

the documents involved were stolen from plaintiff in the first 

place, the permeation of the record with the documents or 

discussion of them, and the negotiated agreement of the parties 

that the record be sealed, it is appropriate for this Court to 

seal portions of the record on appeal as well. 

III. 

TItt, APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS PERMIT 
SEALING OF THE COURT FILE IN THIS CASE- 

The United States Supreme Court has long recognized as an 

"uncontested" proposition that "the right to inspect and copy 

judicial records is not absolute" and that "every court has 

supervisory powers over its own records and files. • • • 

Nixon v. Warner Communications, Inc. (1978) 435 U.S. 589, 

598, 98 S.Ct. 1306; see, Champion v. Superior Court (1988) 

201 Cal.App.3d 777, 247 Cal.Rptr. 624, 629, quoting in 
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Matter of Estate of Hearst (1977) 67 Cal.App.3d 777, 783, 

136 Cal.Rptr. 821, 824 ("Clearly a court has inherent power 

to control its own records to protect the rights of litigants 

before it. 	."). The Supreme Court has explained that 

denial of access to judicial records may be appropriate in a 

variety of situations, including for the protection of privacy 

interests. Nixon v. Warner Communications, 435 U.S. at 598. 

When the Court rendered its decision in this case, its 

discussion of the sealing of appellate files relied on 

Champion v. Superior Court (1978) 201 Cal.App.3d 777, 247 

Cal.Rptr. 624, a recent case which expounded criteria for the 

sealing of a record on appeal or portions thereof. The court 

in Champion noted that the California Rules of Court provided 

no guidance for its decision, but that appellate courts could 

adapt to their use the procedures outlined in cases discussing 

trial court sealing orders. Based upon those cases, the court 

ruled that parties seeking a sealing order should segregate the 

documents which should be sealed from those which should not, 

and should present a factual declaration which explains the 

needs of the particular case. Id. at 788, 247 Cal.Rptr. at 

630. Any such sealing request was itself required by the 

Champion court to be filed publicly. The arguments in 

support of sealing were to be presented in a general, 

non-confidential manner to the extent possible. Id. at 

788-789, 247 Cal.Rptr. at 631. 

The Court in Champion quoted the opinion in Matter of  

Estate of Hearst (1977) 67 Cal.App.3d 777, 782-783, 136 

Cal.Rptr. 821, 824, where the general rule was stated that 
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public records should be kept open to the public, but that 

"countervailing public policy might come into play as a result 

of events that tend to undermine individual security, personal 

liberty, or private property, or that injure the public or the 

public good." A number of factors in this case militate in 

favor of a conclusion that the record on appeal should be 

sealed based on such considerations. 

First, this case involves property and privacy rights of 

plaintiff and Intervenor Mary Sue Hubbard, as found by the 

trial court, which fall within the category of "countervailing 

public policy." The case arose because defendant violated those 

rights by stealing the proprietary documents, to which he had 

no legal right. That this is such a case is one factor 

warranting the sealing of the files. The nature of the 

documents stolen -- consisting of personal, private, 

confidential and nonpublic documents -- is a second factor 

which lends itself to a conclusion that the files should be 

sealed. 

The public policy implications of an unsealing are 

underscored by the constitutional protection which the right of 

privacy is afforded in California; see California Constitution, 

Article 1, § 1, against both governmental and nongovernmental 

invasions. Porten v. University of San Francisco (1976) 

64 Cal.App.3d 825, 829, 134 Cal.Rptr. 839, 841-42. 

California, in fact, provides broader constitutional pro- 

tection for privacy rights than does the federal constitution. 

See, City of Santa Barbara v. Adamson (1980) 27 Ca1.3d 123, 

130 n.3, 164 Cal.Rptr. 539, 543 n.3. Personal documents and 
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information derived from them clearly are protected by the 

right of privacy in California. E.g., City of Carmel-

by-the-Sea v. Young (1970) 2 Ca1.3d 259, 268, 85 Cal.Rptr. 

18; Division of Medical Quality v. Gherardini (1979) 93 

Cal.App.3d 669, 678, 156 Cal.Rptr.-55, 60-61. 

When a constitutional right to privacy is implicated, the 

courts do not merely balance that right against the right of 

access to records. Rather, in such cases the judicial records 

are presumptively placed under seal. See, Richards v.  

Superior Court (1978) 86 Cal.App.3d 265, 150 Cal.Rptr.77 

(party producing private financial information through 

discovery is presumptively entitled to a protective order 

limiting disclosure only to counsel for the other party and 

only for use in that litigation). Only specific, compelling 

state interests can overcome that presumption -- and those 

interests must be expressly articulated by the trial court. 

See, id. at 272, 150 Cal.Rptr. at 81 ("substantial 

reason ... related to the lawsuit" is required for disclosure); 

Britt v. Superior Court (1978) 20 Ca1.3d 844, 856 n.3, 143 

Cal.Rptr.695, 702 n.3, 574 P.2d 766; Gunn v. Employment  

Development Del:lit. (1979) 94 Cal.App.3d 658, 156 Cal.Rtpr. 584. 

Privacy rights, along with trade secrets and other 

limited types of rights, have long been held to warrant sealing 

of records. See, e.g., Nixon v. Warner Communications, 

Inc., 435 U.S. at 598; Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. v.  

F.T.C. (6th Cir. 1983) 710 F.2d 1165, 117 cert. denied, 

465 U.S. 1100 (1984). 

In the analogous area of trade secrets, it is routine for 
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courts to seal judicial records, in order to: 

[P]rotect the very rights which parties have filed 
suit to vindicate. The most thorough review of the 
decisional law in this area states that the object of 
such safeguarding procedures is, of course, to 
prevent, so far as possible, the litigation designed 
to enforce rights in the trade secret from being 
itself destructive of secrecy and the value of the 
subject matter of the litigation. 

Annot. 62 A.L.R.2d 509, 513: Thus, cases are legion in which 

courts have ordered that testimony and exhibits regarding 

business secrets be submitted in camera, sealed and impounded. 

E.q., A.O. Smith Corn. v. Petroleum Iron Works Co. (6th 

Cir. 1934) 73 F.2d 531, 539 note, modified on other grounds  

(6th Cir. 1935) 74 F.2d 934 (trial and appellate records 

sealed); Vitro Corp. v. Hall Chemical Co. (6th Cir. 1958) 

254 F.2d 787, 788 (affirming trial court order impounding 

transcripts, exhibits and briefs). 

Judge Breckenridge was aware in entering the sealing order 

that the privacy interest of appellants was exceptionally 

strong. He specifically found that appellants proved a prima 

facie case of conversion and invasion of privacy. They sought 

and obtained the sealing order to protect private information 

quoted or derived from their documents which had been admitted 

into evidence over their objection. Privacy rights in personal 

documents and information are entitled to constitutional 

protection in California. See, e.g.,  City of  

Carmel-by-the-Sea v. Young (1970) 2 Ca1.3d 259, 268, 85 

Cal.Rptr. 18; California Constitution, Article 1, § 1; 

Porten v. University of San Francisco (1976) 64 Cal.App.3d 

825, 829, 134 Cal.Rptr. 839, 841. Appellants' privacy 
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interest in this material will be irreparably harmed if the 

entirety of the court file is opened to the public. 

Numerous courts and commentators have inveighed against 

such a perverse judicial exacerbation of the very intrusion 

that a plaintiff seeks to remedy. In United States v.  

Hubbard (D.C.Cir. 1981) 650 F.2d 293, the Court of 

Appeals reversed a trial court's order unsealing private Church 

of Scientology documents. The single most important element 

in the Court of Appeals decision was the fact that the 

documents had been introduced as exhibits in a hearing brought 

on -- as in the instant case -- for the very purpose of 

protecting defendants' constitutional and common law right of 

privacy. The court noted that it would be ironic indeed if 

"one who contests the lawfulness of a search and seizure were 

always required to acquiesce in a substantial invasion of 

those privacy interests simply to vindicate them." Id. at 

321. The court's order to continue the seal was thus intended 

to neutralize the "untoward" fact that the mere "initiation of 

a privacy action itself involves the additional loss of 

privacy" and "normally multiplies the very effect from which 

relief is sought." Id. at 307 n.52 (quoting Gavison, 

Privacy and the Limits of the Law, 89 Yale L.J. 421, 457 

(1980), and Emerson, The Right of Privacy and Freedom of  

the Press, 14 Harv. C.R. - C.L.L. Rev. 329, 348 (1979), 

respectively). In the instant case, this "most important 

element" is even more compelling. Appellants here made every 

effort to vindicate their privacy interests without doing 

them further damage. Whereas in Hubbard, the documents 
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were introduced into evidence by the proponents of 

confidentiality, in this case the proponents opposed the 

introduction of the documents. Perhaps even more important, 

while the documents in Hubbard were lawfully seized 

pursuant to a judicially authorized search warrant, the 

documents in this case were unilaterally "seized" by a 

private individual without probable cause and without prior 

judicial review. The intrusion on privacy is therefore more 

severe -- and any countervailing justification for publicizing 

the documents and court records reflecting information from 

them is correspondingly weaker. 

The record on appeal in this case consists of the trial 

transcripts, the documents constituting the appendix, and the 

various briefs filed in connection with the appeal. Many of 

these documents contain some discussion of the converted 

documents which were sealed by the trial court, as discussed in 

greater detail in the declaration of Kenneth Long, the 

individual who worked as CSC's representative in connection 

with this case, and who is familiar with the appellate 

record. Because of the compelling reasons discussed herein, 

and particularly the fact that many of the documents in the 

appellate record, other than the briefs, are the same documents 

that have been sealed below for nearly five years, portions of 

the appellate record should also be sealed. 

Another compelling factor warranting sealing of the record 

on appeal is the fact that there was a negotiated settlement 

between the parties which provided for sealing and was approved 

by the trial court, and weighs heavily in favor of sealing of the 
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identical documents which exist in the appellate record. It is 

the policy of California's courts to encourage settlements and 

to enforce judicially supervised settlements. Phelps v.  

Kozakar (1983) 146 Cal.App.3d 1078, 1082, 194 Cal.Rptr. 872, 

874; Fisher v. Superior Ccurt (1980-) 103 Cal.App.3d 434, 

437, 440-441, 163 Cal.Rptr. 47, 49, 52. The acceptance of 

orders sealing judicial records as necessary and proper 

provisions of settlement agreements is supported by reported 

cases containing references to such orders without criticism or 

comment. See, e.g.,  Champion v. Superior Court (1988) 

201 Cal.App.3d 777, 247 Cal.Rptr. 624, 628 (requiring 

an assertion of need for continued sealing when documents are 

submitted to be sealed in the appellate court); Owen v.  

United States (9th Cir. 1983) 713 F.2d 1461, 1462. 

In In re Franklin National Bank Securities Litigation  

(E.D.N.Y. 1981) 92 F.R.D. 468, aff'd sub nom. Federal  

Deposit Insurance Corp. v. Ernst & Ernst (2nd Cir. 1982) 

677 F.2d 230 the confidentiality order -- insisted on by one 

party -- was a critical factor in the settlement of the case. 

Two years after the case was settled and the order was entered, 

a non-party moved to intervene to request that the order be 

modified. The district court held that the "strong public 

policy favoring settlements of disputes" and "the importance of 

the stability of judgments and settlements, argue strongly 

against modification of the order," and that the "[1]apse of 

time also works against intervenors' position." 92 F.R.D. 

at 472. The court stated: 

The settlement agreement resulted in the pay- 
ment of substantial amounts of money and 
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induced substantial changes of position by 
many parties in reliance on the condition of 
secrecy. For the court to induce such acts 
and then to decline to support the parties in 
their reliance would work an injustice on 
these litigants and make future settlements 
predicated upon confidentiality less likely. 

Id. at 472. The principles which underlie the ruling in the 

Franklin litigation apply as well to the sealing of portions 

of the appellate court file Other parties to the lawsuit 

reached a partial settlement of the case -- which included a 

monetary settlement of Armstrong's cross-complaint for monetary 

damages -- in reliance on the order sealing the file. For the 

same documents which were sealed as a result and other 

documents discussing the sealed papers, created in relation to 

the appeal, to be unsealed in the appellate court, works a 

serious injustice on the plaintiffs. 

Indeed, a similar situation to this case was presented 

most recently to the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals in 

Wakefield v. Church of Scientology of California (11th Cir. 

1991) 	F.2d 	, Slip.Op. 4625 (Exhibit E). In that 

case, plaintiff Wakefield settled a case with defendant Church, 

and then repeatedly violated her settlement agreement by 

violating its confidentiality provisions. The Church brought 

contempt proceedings against Wakefield, and sought to have the 

proceedings in camera, in order to protect the very privacy 

rights placed at issue by Wakefield's conduct. According to 

the Eleventh Circuit, the district court ordered that contempt 

proceedings commence before a magistrate, and closed the 

proceedings to the public and the press stating: 

[D]ue to plaintiff's complete and utter 
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disregard of prior orders of this court, the court 
concludes that any restriction, short of complete 
closure would be ineffective. . . . Publicity of a 
private crusade has become her end, not the fair 
adjudication of the parties' dispute. In doing so, 
plaintiff is stealing the court's resources from 
other meritorious cases. 

Ex. E, Slip.Op. at 4627. 

Various newspapers protested and appealed the closure 

order. At the conclusion of the closed proceedings, the 

magistrate found that Wakefield had wilfully violated the 

court's injunction, and recommended criminal contempt 

proceedings. The district court granted the newspapers access 

to some of the transcripts of the hearings, but refused to 

permit them access to those which discussed the terms of 

Wakefield's settlement agreement -- that is, those portions of 

the proceedings which were permeated with discussions of 

matters which Wakefield and the Church had agreed to keep 

confidential, and which the Church had brought contempt 

proceedings to protect. on appeal by the newspapers, the 

Eleventh Circuit upheld the privacy interests which the Church 

sought to protect, and refused to grant public access to any 

more of the record. Id. at 4629 - 4630. 

Wakefield demonstrates that the deliberate interjection 

into judicial proceedings of matters which are unequivocally 

private to one of the parties, by a recalcitrant litigant who 

refuses to bend to the orders of the court, should not and must 

not be permitted to subvert the constitutional protections of 

the privacy interests of innocent litigants. So, here, this 

Court should not permit the litigation surrounding the Church's 

demonstrated privacy interests to subvert their ultimate 
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protection. 

In this case, the trial judge, Judge Breckenridge, in his 

sound discretion, ordered the sealing of the trial record to 

facilitate a settlement of this case and to permit appellants 

to achieve the bargained-for benefit in privacy and property 

for which they brought the underlying lawsuit. The bargain of 

the parties which this Court found was to be upheld, not having 

been challenged for two years after its negotiation and 

effectuation, is rendered somewhat meaningless if the appellate 

files are not sealed. If the filing of an appeal to vindicate 

the right to have files remain sealed results in a ruling that 

the files are to be sealed in one court but not in another, 

then the right is nugatory. The challenge of a private 

litigant two years after the sealing agreement did not make 

appropriate the unsealing of the files below. It should not do 

so in this Court either. 

Finally, the fact that appellants here were obliged to use 

the courts to protect their privacy interests is further reason 

to impose a seal on the appellate record here. In Matter of  

Estate of Hearst (1977) 67 Cal.App.3d 777, 136 Cal.Rptr 821, 

the court emphasized that the family had alternatives to 

reliance on the courts and could have "eschew[ed] 

court-regulated devices for transmission of inherited wealth 

and rel[ied] on private arrangements such as inter vivos gifts, 

joint tenancies, and so-called 'living' or grantor trusts." 

Id. at 783-84, 136 Cal.Rptr. at 824. The appellants here 

had no such alternatives for private action. They had no 

mechanism for recovery of the converted documents other than 
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bringing this lawsuit. Self-help, in the form of "seizing the 

documents from Armstrong," was certainly not appropriate, and 

no court would wish to encourage such action by penalizing a 

party for seeking to preserve its privacy rights through the 

courts. 

Consideration of the factors above warrants that sealing 

of the appellate file should be granted. Accordingly, this 

Court should seal those portions of the appellate record 

designated in paragraph 8 of the attached Declaration of 

Kenneth Long. 

IV. 

CONCLUSION  

This case arises out of the wrongdoing of defendant in 

converting private documents, invading the privacy of 

Intervenor Mary Sue Hubbard, breaching confidences, and 

breaching his fiduciary duty to plaintiff. Thus, from its 

inception, the case deals with violations of plaintiff's and 

Intervenor's rights. This suit was the only method of 

vindicating those rights, and it resulted in some of the 

confidences sought to be protected being revealed in documents 

which would ordinarily be public. The parties settled the suit 

and stipulated to the sealing of the files, and the trial court 

approved that settlement. The fact that this appeal has been 

filed should not negate the privacy and property interests 

involved, which weigh heavily in favor of a conclusion that 

all portions of the record containing stolen documents or 

/// 

/// 
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portions or discussions of them should be sealed both in the 

trial court and on appeal. 

Dated: September 11, 1991 	 Respectfully submitted, 

Eric Lieberman 
RABINOWITZ, BOUDIN, KRINSKY, 
STANDARD & LIEBERMAN, P.C. 

BOWLES & MOXON 

By: 
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Helena K. Kobrin 

Counsel for Plaintiff and 
Appellant 

MICHAEL LEE HERTZBERG 
Counsel for Intervenor and 
Appellant MARY SUE HUBBARD 
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DECLARATION OF OF KENNETH LONG  

I, KENNETH LONG, hereby declare: 

1. I am over the age of eighteen. I have been employed 

by Church of Scientology of California ("CSC") for 9 years as 

a paralegal, acting as CSC's representative to assist various 

of its attorneys during that time period. I have personal 

knowledge of the matters set forth below and would and could 

competently testify thereto if called upon to do so. 

2. During the course of my employment as a paralegal, I 

have worked extensively on the case of Church of Scientology  

of California v. Armstrong, Los Angeles Superior Court Case 

No. C 420153, and Appellate Case No. B025920 ("Armstrong"). 

I am well familiar with the documents on file in Armstrong, 

both in the Superior Court and on appeal. 

3. The trial transcripts which are part of the 

Armstrong record consist of 4,346 pages of testimony. The 

single lengthiest testimony is that of defendant, Gerald 

Armstrong. His testimony covers approximately 852 pages. 

Throughout Armtrong's testimony, there was discussion of the 

documents converted by Armstrong that had been ordered returned 

to the court and sealed by Judge Cole near the inception of the 

suit. 

4. Discussion of the contents of these documents also 

occurred during the testimony of other witnesses. Vaughn 

Young testified for about 136 transcript pages and Laurel 

Sullivan for roughly 425 pages. Their testimony also included 

discussion of the stolen documents which had been sealed by the 

trial court. Thus, between Armstrong, Sullivan and Young, 
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nearly a third of the trial transcripts contain discussions of 

the very materials for which suit was originally brought to 

effect return and maintain privacy. 

5: The Armstrong appellate briefs also contain many 

references to, and descriptions and-discussions of the stolen 

documents which were sealed during this litigation and which 

were returned to plaintiff upon settlement of the lawsuit in 

December 1986. A material term of that settlement was the 

return of those documents and the sealing of the record in this 

case in order to protect the privacy and property interests of 

CSC and Intervenor Mary Sue Hubbard, who had initiated this 

action to vindicate those rights. 

6. The appendices filed in the appellate court contain 

numerous documents that discuss the stolen documents and their 

contents, or matters arising from those documents. Out of 22 

documents in the B038975 appendix, ten contain such references: 

Exhibits C, H, I, K, L, N, 0, Q, U, and V. The appendix for 

B025920 also contains documents with such references, including 

pages 57-60 and 251-277. 

7. All of the documents in the Armstrong appellate 

record, with the exception of the appellate briefs, have been 

sealed below since December 11, 1986 as a result of the 

stipulation of the parties upon settlement of the case. 

8. Accordingly, on behalf of CSC, I respectfully request 

the Court to seal the testimony of Gerald Armstrong, Vaughn 

Young and Laurel Sullivan in the Armstrong Reporter's 

Transcript, pages 57-60 and 251-277 in Armstrong Appellant's 

Appendix, pages 4-28 of Respondent's Brief in Armstrong, and 
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Kenieth Long 

Exhibits C, K, L and N in the "Appendix of Appellants" filed in 

Appeal No. B038975. If these portions of the appellate record 

are also sealed, it will preserve the property and privacy 

interests which CSC has fought to protect by its filing of the 

Armstrong suit, and which the trial-court recognized in 

sealing the documents at the outset of the litigation. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is 

true and correct. 

Executed at Los Angeles, California this 10th day of 

September, 1991. 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
SS. 

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

I am employed in the County of Los Angeles, State of 

California. I am over the age of eighteen (18) years and not a 

party to the within action.' My business address is 6255 Sunset 

Blvd., Suite 2000, Hollywood, California 90028. 

On September 11, 1991, I caused to be served the foregoing 

document described as NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION TO SEAL 

RECORD ON APPEAL; MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES; 

DECLARATION OF KENNETH LONG on interested parties in this 

action as below: 

Gerald Armstrong 
P.O. Box 751 
San Anselmo, CA 94960 

Gerald Armstrong 
707 Fawn Drive 
Sleepy Hollow, California 94960 

Toby L. Plevin 
Attorney at Law 
10700 Santa Monica Blvd. 
Suite 4300 
Westwood, CA 90025 

Los Angeles Superior Court 
111 N. Hill Street 
Los Angeles CA 90012 

If hand service is indicated, I caused the above-

referenced paper to be served by hand, otherwise I caused such 

envelopes with postage thereon fully prepaid to be placed in 

the United States mail at Hollywood, California. 

Executed on September 11, 1991, at Hollywood, 

California. 

) 
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TOBY L. PLEVIN 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
6380 WILSHIRE BLVD, SUITE 1600 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90048 
(213) 655-3183 

Attorney for Plaintiff and 
Cross Defendant 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
FOR 'Ti: COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 

BENT CORYDON, 	 ) 
) 

Plaintiff, 	) 
) 

vs. 	 ) 
) 
) 

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY 	) 
INTERNATIONAL, INC., et 	) 

) 
) 

Defendants 	 ) 
) 

	 ) 
) 

AND RELATED CROSS ACTIONS ) 
	 ) 

CASE NO. C 694401 
NOTICE OF MOTION AND 
MOTION FOR AN ORDER DIRECTING 
NON-INTERFERENCE WITH 
WITNESSES AND DISQUALIFICATION 
OF COUNSEL; DECLARATIONS OF 
TOBY L. PLEVIN AND BENT 
CORYDON; REQUEST FOR 
SANCTIONS 

Date: April 3, 1990 
Time: 9:00 a.m. 
Dept: 44 

TO ALL PARTIES AND THEIR COUNSEL OF RECORD: 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE THAT ON April 3, 1990, at 9:00 a.m. or as 

soon thereafter as counsel may be heard in Dept. 44 of the above 

entitled court, plaintiff will move this Court for an order, 

pursuant to C.C.P. 128(a)(5) enjoining you, your agents, 

servants, assignees and all those acting in concert with you from 

communicating with witnesses who have been subpoenaed by 

plaintiff for deposition or testimony in this action who are 

signatories to any settlement agreement, and/or release with you 

and/or from representing witnesses or paying attorneys to 
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Dated: 

(7 

represent witnesses at such depositions. The same order shall be 

sought as to signatories to any such agreement or release who 

have not yet been subpoenaed. 

This motion will be based on this notice of motion, the 

declarations of Gerald Armstrong;:- Toby L. Plevin, Bent Corydon, 

and the exhibits hereto and is made on the ground that such 

conduct threatens the integrity of these proceedings in a manner 

for which Corydon has no adequate recourse and that such an order 

authorized by C.C.P. 128(a)(5) under which this Court has the 

power 

"To control in furtherance of justice, the conduct of 
its ministerial officers and of all other persons in 
any manner connected with a judicial proceeding 
before it in every matter pertaining thereto." 

Toby i.. Plevin, Attorney for 
Plaintiff. 
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I. IT IS GROSSLY IMPROPER FOR DEFENSE COUNSEL TO 
REPRESENT DEPONENTS WHOSE TESTIMONY HE SOUGHT TO 
PREVENT TO PROTECT HIS OTHER CLIENTS. IN ADDITION TO 
AN IMPROPER APPEARANCE, THE CONDUCT, AS DESCRIBED BY 
GERALD ARMSTRONG, IS CRIMINAL INTERFERENCE WITH A 
WITNESS 

On October 31, 1989, the Church of Scientology filed a Motion 

for Protective Order to prevent plaintiff Bent Corydon from 

deposing certain witnesses with highly relevant evidence. Prior 

to filing that motion, these defendants, through attorney 

Lawrence Heller, had threatened in writing to sue Corydon's 

counsel for attempting to serve the witnesses with deposition 

subpoenas. (See letter of November 3, 1989 from Lawrence E. 

Heller page 2, paragraph 3, attached hereto as Exhibit A). In 

another letter, he threatened to seek sanctions if the deposition 

of Gerald Armstrong were ever to go forward. (See letter of 

October 17, 1989 of Lawrence E. Heller attached hereto as Exhibit 

B, page 1, paragraph 4). In his opposition to the motion Corydon 

enumerated the several areas those witnesses were to testify 

about which are damaging to Scientology. The Court denied the 

motion and observed that the defendants could not make a contract 

to prevent percipient witnesses from testifying. (Plevin 

Declaration paragraph 2). 

Heller (who had drafted the Motion for Protective Order)1 and 

the Church of Scientology based the motion and the threats of 

retaliation upon their contractual arrangements with the 

prospective witnesses under which the witnesses (many of whom had 

previously given damaging testimony against Scientology) are 

1See Heller Declaration, attached hereto as Exhibit C, 
which was attached to his Motion for Protective Order. 
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required to keep silent about their knowledge of these defendants 

unless subpoenaed but which also requires them to avoid service 

of process.2 Heller had also been a principal draftsman of those 

agreements (see Exhibit C) which contain liquidated damages 

clauses providing for substantial-penalties in the event of 

breach. (See Armstrong Settlement Agreement, Exhibit D hereto, 

paragraph 7D, page 7). 

Given this background, it is undisputed both that the testimony 

of these witnesses has been sought because it is detrimental to 

defendants and also that defendants will go to great lengths to 

prevent that testimony. Accordingly, when the same attorney who 

had drafted the confidentiality agreements, and who had 

threatened to sue Corydon's attorney and who had so vociferously 

opposed these depositions, then appeared at the depositions as 

counsel for two of the witnesses who are subject to silencing 

agreements, Ron DeWolf and Howard E. Schomer, it became 

2A true copy of the agreement between Gerald Armstrong and 
a long list of Scientology organizations and individuals is 
attached hereto as Exhibit D. It has been authenticated by the 
Armstrong Declaration (Exhibit E hereto) and it states in 
pertinent part: 

"Plaintiff agrees not to testify or otherwise 
participate in any other judicial, 
administrative or legislative proceeding 
adverse to Scientology or any of the 
Scientology Churches, individuals or entities 
listed in Paragraph 1 above unless compelled  
to do so by lawful subpoena or other lawful  
process. Plaintiff shall not make himself  
amenable to service of any such subpoena in a 
manner which invalidates the intent of this  
provision..." (emphasis added). 

Because of the voluminous nature of the exhibits to the 
Armstrong declaration, the exhibits are not attached herewith 
but have been separately filed in the record. The Armstrong 
Settlement Agreement is Exhibit R to his declaration. 
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reasonable to question whether some effort is under way to 

prevent the witnesses from testifying fully and to prevent 

Corydon from obtaining evidence.3  

It is anticipated that Heller and the defendants will contend 

that their sole purpose in approa6-hing Mr. Schomer and Mr. DeWolf 

and offering to represent them without payment was to prevent 

discussion of the confidential settlement agreement which was 

subpoenaed. However, Armstrong states that the defendants 

(through Heller) wanted to prevent disclosure of much more than 

just the Settlement Agreement. In paragraph 7 of his declaration 

he states that Heller "had a problem with (his) responding to 

deposition questions concerning such things as Hubbard's 

misrepresentations or (his) period  as Mr. Hubbard's archivist." 

These subjects are central to the proof of the defamation claims 

and Scientology's specific intent to interfere with publication 

of Corydon's book as well as other factual issues in this 

lawsuit.4 Furthermore, given the bad faith exemplified by the 

3In fact, since Mr. Schomer, one of the witnesses, 
testified that he was not paying for Heller's services and that 
he assumed the defendants herein were paying, the obvious 
question that the testimony has been tainted must be given even 
further weight. (See Excerpts from Schomer Deposition, 
attached hereto as Exhibit F, at pages marked 24, line 22 to 
24.) Ron DeWolf, the son of L. Ron Hubbard, was recently 
deposed in this case in Carson City, Nevada. Heller 
represented DeWolf. The same reasons for which Heller's 
representation of Schomer is improper, so is his representation 
of Ron DeWolf. DeWolf's settlement with the Church occurred 
approximately six months before the group settlement of 1986 
but is believed to contain the same proscriptions. Plaintiff 
asks this Court herewith for leave to re-depose DeWolf and to 
be compensated by Heller for all the costs and fees associated 
with the original deposition. 

4In addition, Corydon's attorney stated in oral argument on 
the Motion for Protective Order that the sole purpose for 
subpoenaing the agreements was to discover whether they 
contained any terms which might indicate a concealment of 
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objections interposed by Heller (that will be further described 

infra), that position is simply not credible. 

Under these circumstances, plaintiff's counsel extensively 

questioned Schomer at his deposition regarding the circumstances 

of his retaining Heller. In response, Mr. Schomer denied that he 

was threatened with a lawsuit for breach of contract if he 

testified. However, he also testified that he agreed to let 

Heller represent him because he was "concerned" that he would be 

sued if he violated the settlement agreement which required him 

"not to discuss things about the Church (of Scientology)". 

Schomer Excerpts, Exhibit F page 43, line 12 through page 44, 

line 12. He also testified that Heller told him that if he 

testified, Heller would consider it a breach of contract. 

(Exhibit F, page 73, lines 21-23).5  Thus, even assuming arquendo  

evidence or obstruction of justice. Other terms such as the 
amount of the settlement or other usual settlement terms could 
be deleted. If Heller's concern was truly only to prevent 
inquiry into the valid terms of the settlement agreement that 
could have been done by agreement without his representing 
Schomer and without a motion for protective order. 

5In spite of Schomer's denial of overt threats, these 
responses demonstrate not only that his entire testimony is 
being given under fear of a lawsuit but also that it is subject 
to the advice of the attorney who drafted that agreement to  
protect other Scientology clients. This suggests that the 
entire testimony is tainted. This concern is made the more 
tangible by the fact that Schomer had previously testified at a 
trial against Scientology that he was afraid for his life after 
escaping from Scientology (he had been under guard for three 
weeks) but now can't recall that testimony. See Schomer 
Excerpts, Exhibit I, page 3856 to page 3860 and further 
discussion, infra. Schomer also stated that Heller had not 
informed him that he represents Author Service Inc. in this 
lawsuit (the specific Scientology entity that Schomer had 
previously worked for). Accordingly, thereafter, when, after 
prompting by Heller, Schomer said that any possible conflicts 
had been waived, that answer must be viewed with suspicion 
(Exhibit F, page 78, line 14 --page 79, line 25). 
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that the only prior communication between Mr. Heller and the 

witnesses Schomer and DeWoif included some references to the 

witnesses' concern that they not violate the silencing provisions 

of the settlement agreement, nevertheless, such representation 

raises concern about the integriti of the deposition and the 

propriety of Heller's conduct. But that is not all there is: 

The declaration of Gerald Armstrong demonstrates that the 

communication with the witnesses may involve more than merely an 

improper appearance. At least as to Armstrong, the direct 

threats were communicated and an express intent to obstruct 

discovery was stated. 

The Declaration of Gerald Armstrong dated March 15, 1990, 

Exhibit E hereto, states that Mr. Heller called Armstrong after 

he had been subpoenaed and asked whether he would be represented 

by counsel for the deposition. When told no, Mr. Heller then 

offered to have his client pay for Armstrong's attorney provided 

that: 

"the attorney would do what [Heller's] client wanted. 
He said that to maintain the settlement agreement... 
[Armstrong] should refuse to answer the deposition 
questions and force Mr. Corydon to get an order from 
the court compelling [Armstrong] to answer." 
(Exhibit E, paragraph 4). 

At paragraph 7 Armstrong relates this threat from Heller in 

another conversation: 

"He said I had a contractual obligation and the 
organization [Scientology] which it had paid a lot of 
money for, not to divulge confidential information 
and that if I answered I would have breached the 
settlement and may get sued." 

At paragraph 44 Armstrong states that on a third occasion Heller 

asked him to provide an untruthful declaration to help prevent 
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1• 

his deposition from going forward. When Armstrong refused Heller 

again alluded to the contractual obligation not to testify. 

While these assertions are extraordinary, they can not be 

dismissed in light of (1) Heller's written threats to Corydon's 

attorney, (2) the entire historylof "fair game" against enemies 

of Scientology,6 (3) Schomer's admitted fear, and (4) the entire 

purpose of the Settlement Agreements (as more fully described 

infra ). Furthermore, they are consistent with Armstrong's prior 

experience with Scientology and its attorneys. 

For example, at paragraph 40 Armstrong relates that his prior 

refusal to cooperate with a Church request following the 

settlement led to threats by Church attorneys to disclose 

embarrassing personal information. And, at paragraph 43 he 

states that in November 1989, after receiving the deposition  

subpoena in this case, he received a video tape of himself in the 

mail that had been introduced into evidence against him 

previously by the Church of Scientology. It came together with 

the business card of the private investigator who had done the 

videotaping. It is hard to imagine a more chilling scenario than 

to receive that sort of "We're watching you" threat in the mail. 

Denounced as an enemy of Scientology in 1982 by their 

publication declaring him a "suppressive person", Mr. Armstrong 

was a victim of intense fair game activity up until his 

6The fair game policy was recently described in 
Wollersheim v. Church of Scientology of California (1989) 212 
Cal.App3d 372 in which the Second District Court of Appeal 
stated, "As described in the evidence at this trial the fair 
game policy neutralized the heretic by stripping [(a) person] 
of his or her economic, political, and psychological power." 
Id. 
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settlement with Scientology in December of 1989. His breaking 

silence now demonstrates remarkable courage. If neither DeWolf 

nor Schomer is capable of such courage, that means they are only 

human. However, this Court does not have to sit back and ignore 

the threats to the truth-findingprocess that are inherent in 

fair game policy. 

Heller put the planned obstruction of discovery as described to 

Armstrong into effect at the March 7 Schomer deposition where he 

instructed Schomer not to answer certain key questions in order 

to force Corydon to file motions to compel regarding clearly 

relevant testimony on central issues in this case. For example, 

Heller refused to let Schomer answer questions regarding his 

knowledge of Scientology's general use of the fair game policy 

(that an enemy of Scientology may by "tricked, sued, lied to or 

destroyed") even though the allegations of fair game are central 

to the complaint.7  (See Schomer Deposition Excerpts, Exhibit F, 

page 132 line 14 to page 134 line 18). Since Heller and the 

defendants in this lawsuit persist in denying the existence of 

the fair game policy,8  plaintiff must have the freedom to broadly 

7The fair game policy, attached hereto as Exhibit G, was 
previously authenticated in this lawsuit by Vicki Aznaran, the 
ex-President of defendant Religious Technology Center. The fair 
game policy forms the core of the emotional distress claim and 
is relevant to issues in all other causes of action. It is also 
relevant to disprove allegations in the cross-complaint 
regarding Corydon's motivations to sever ties with Scientology. 

8In recent trial testimony in Religious Technology Center  
v. Yanny, LASC Case No. 690 211, Scientology counsel and 
executives contended that the fair game policy was cancelled in 
1969. See Exhibit H hereto, and excerpt of testimony given on 
January 23, 1990 by Warren Mc Shane an Religious Technology 
Center official. This was a persistent theme throughout that 
trial_in which Heller was one of the attorneys for the Church of  
Scientology. 
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inquire into that area and an experienced attorney like Heller 

can not reasonably contend otherwise. Thus, this series of 

instructions not to answer questions is indicative of the 

defendants' intent to obstruct reasonable discovery. 

But Heller's bad faith interference with legitimate discovery 

did not stop there. Again objecting on the ground of relevance, 

he also refused to let Schomer answer questions relating to David 

Miscavige, a defendant in this case, particularly as to his 

history of violence against Schomer who has previously testified 

about certain inhuman treatment at Miscavige's hands. (See 

instructions not to answer at Exhibit F, pages 168-175 and 

Exhibit I, an excerpt from Schomer's testimony in Christofferson  

vs. Church of Scientology, at pages marked 3632-3639). Miscavige 

is accused in this action of ordering physical attacks on Corydon 

and directing a campaign of fair game against him. Thus evidence 

of that type of conduct is extremely relevant to this lawsuit. 

While the instructions not to answer were the obvious method by 

which defendants, through their attorney, have improperly 

interfered with legitimate discovery, the Schomer deposition also 

made it clear that, at the very least, he was not being fully 

candid in the responses he did give. For example, in 1985 

Schomer testified that, when he gave previous testimony against 

Scientology, and when he escaped from Scientology, he was afraid 

for his life. (See Exhibit I, at pages marked 3637 and 3856-

3860). Yet when asked to recall that testimony and comment on it 

in the deposition in this case he did not recall having so 

testified or why he felt that fear! (See Exhibit F pages 62-64). 

Similarly, in his prior testimony, Schomer extensively discussed 
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his pain at the fact that, pursuant to Scientology policy, his 

daughter had been forced to "disconnect" from him after he left 

the organization (See Exhibit I, pages 3804-3806). But during 

this deposition he denied that his daughter had ever disconnected 

from him. (See Exhibit F, page 148). 

Corydon asks the Court to observe the obvious: that Heller's 

instructions on the ground of relevance can not be the reasonable 

result of a bona fide difference of opinion but rather 

demonstrate his and his clients' deliberate plan to sabotage 

Corydon's deposition efforts and to force Corydon to make motions 

to compel and to obstruct discovery against the defendants. 

Corydon hopes that this Court will not sit by while parties and 

attorneys who have announced their intent to prevent relevant 

discovery succeed in those efforts at obstruction and undertake 

actions inconsistent with truth-finding process. Nor can Corydc7 

sit by and watch while witnesses crucial to his case are being 

swayed and convinced that they can not freely speak because of 

fear that they will violate the terms of a settlement agreement 

that is in violation of law and public policy. This Court has 

the inherent power to control the conduct of the attorneys and 

parties in this action and can exercise such power to prevent the 

continuation of this perversion of discovery. 

II. CONTRARY TO DEFENDANTS' ASSERTIONS, THE 
SETTLEMENT AGREEMENTS ARE NOT LEGAL AND HAVE NOT BEEN 
APPROVED BY THE COURTS. 

In the summer of 1986, Scientology began negotiations to settle 

a large number of lawsuits in which the plaintiffs were all 

represented by Boston attorney Michael Flynn. (Declaration of 

Heller, ) bibit  C hereto). As evidenced by both the Armstrong 
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Agreement, Exhibit D hereto, and the Bill Franks Agreement, (see 

Exhibit J previously authenticated in this action by Heller), 

Scientology demanded that the settlements preclude the settling 

plaintiffs from cooperating voluntarily with any parties adverse 

to Scientology but furthermore that they avoid service of 

subpoenas.9  In all instances they also required that the several 

courts in which the cases were pending approve the sealing of the 

court files of the subject lawsuits as a condition of the 

settlements. This was stated in the Transcript of Proceedings of  

December 11, 1986, in the Armstrong case at which some of the 

settlement terms were presented to Judge Paul Breckenridge. At 

that time Church attorney Michael Hertzberg stated that sealing 

was required by Scientology in all the Flynn settlements. 

(Exhibit K, page 6 lines 17-28). 

The settling plaintiffs included all of the known high-rankir::: 

Scientologists who had left Scientology and who had specific, 

first-hand knowledge of Scientology's frauds, criminal acts and 

fair game activities. With these knowledgeable plaintiffs 

silenced, any plaintiff who did not settle and future litigants 

against the Church would be severely disabled from proving their 

cases since the key evidence on which they needed to rely, 

9The text of the relevant clause from the Armstrong 
Agreement is quoted above in footnote 2. The past testimony of 
those settling parties (hereinafter the "SIGNATORIES") had 
included extensive evidence regarding the fair game policy, 
Scientology's fraudulent recruitment tactics, Scientology's 
misrepresentations regarding L. Ron Hubbard, the founder of 
Scientology. Their testimony also included extensive evidence 
about Scientology's "criminal activities" including the 
blackmailing of judges and other felonies and the use of 
parishioners' confessional files to devise fair game strategies 
against deserters and for use in litigation against them. 
(Plevin Declaration paragraph 6). 
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specifically, the knowledge held in the memories and mouths of 

such silenced witnesses, was in effect secreted and concealed or 

destroyed. 

In December of 1986, the Settlement Agreements were finalized. 

The Settlement Agreement entered between Scientology and Gerald 

Armstrong (Exhibit D hereto) contains secrecy clauses in 

paragraph 7(D) at pages 6-8 and paragraph 7(G) on page 10. At 

pages 7(H) at pages 10-11 the agreement also requires that 

Armstrong avoid service of process and is quoted in footnote 2 

above. Heller's statements on March 7, 1990 confirmed that 

Schomer's agreement contains similar language. (Exhibit F, page 

50, lines 9-25). 

It is anticipated that defendants will assert, as they have 

repeatedly done, that the agreements in issue have been approved 

by all the courts in which the settled cases were venued. This 

is not true. Most recently this was asserted by three of the 

defendants during the trial of Religious Technology Center et al  

v. Yanny, LASC Case No. C 690 211, in an effort to prevent 

Armstrong's testimony in that tria1.10  Attached to their written 

objection to his testimony were several identical documents 

captioned "Order Dismissing Action with Prejudice". These recite 

that the Settlement Agreement for each of the settled cases had 

been filed in the appropriate court file. (See Exhibit L hereto, 

Objection to Testimony of Gerald Armstrong at page 4-5 and 

10Judge Cardenas did not permit Armstrong to testify but 
his reasoning was not the result of the settlement agreements 
but rather because the offer of proof regarding Armstrong's 
testimony indicated, that in Judge Cardenas' view, such 
testimony should be excluded under Ev. Code section 352. 
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Exhibit H to that Objection). These Orders had apparently been 

presented as stipulated orders to the respective courts. Thus, 

defendants contend that the Settlement Agreements were in fact 

reviewed and approved by each of the courts involved. However, 

Corydon has discovered evidence proving that the Settlement 

Agreement was never seen in at least one instance where the Order 

Dismissing Action was signed by the trial court. And, in another 

instance, where the court allegedly has enforced the agreement, 

the agreement in issue was a modified one and it does not contain 

the clause regarding avoidance of service. 

Specifically, the same Order Dismissing Action was part of the 

sealed Armstrong file in the case captioned Church of Scientology 

of California vs Armstrong, LASC Case No. 420 153, which counsel 

for Corydon saw when Corydon was successful in his motion to 

unseal that file. See Exhibit M hereto. However, in spite of  

the language of the order, it was neither in the file nor listed 

in the Register of Actions. Indeed, when subsequently challenged  

by Corydon on this point Scientology counsel admitted that the  

settlement agreement had not been filed. (See Exhibit N hereto, 

page 3, lines 18-27). Accordingly, the defendants' offer of 

proof that the subject agreements have been approved and/or filed 

by other courts is highly suspect and can not be confirmed as 

lona as those other files remain sealed. In fact, the only other 

settlement document that has surfaced disproves Scientology's 

contention in the Objection to Armstrong Testimony that the same 

agreement was approved in a Florida federal court in four cases 

pending in that court. Specifically, Corydon's attorney, Toby L. 

Plevin, was asked by Margery Wakefield, one of the signatories to 
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those agreements, to review the agreement and the transcript of 

the hearing in which the court considered all four settlements. 

Unlike the Armstrong and Franks Agreements, the agreement signed 

by Wakefield and approved by the Florida court does not contain  

the provision requiring that individuals avoid service of  

process. Accordingly, there is no evidence that any court has  

approved the language which Corydon contends is illegal.  As the 

Wakefield settlement agreement referred to is under seal, 

unfortunately, it can not be attached hereto.11 (See Plevin 

Declaration at paragraph 7). 

In view of the foregoing, this Court can not and should not 

consider defendants' anticipated protestation that the agreements 

have been approved by other courts. That contention appears to 

depend on sleight of hand. 

III THE ONLY REMEDY FOR SUCH IMPROPER CONDUCT IS TO 
DISQUALIFY COUNSEL AND TO RESTRAIN DEFENDANTS' AND 
COUNSELS' CONTINUING MISCONDUCT. 

Scientology has sought to suppress the evidence of subpoenaed 

witnesses not only by motion but also by express threats of 

lawsuits against one of the witnesses and against counsel for 

plaintiff for merely subpoenaing these persons. As to another 

witness, the threat was, at the very least, an implied one. 

While it is conceivable that Heller's subsequent representation 

of deponents at the same depositions he sought to prevent may be 

11 While Plevin is constrained by the seal not to produce 
it or discuss its terms, the foregoing statement about what is 
not contained in the agreement is necessary to prevent 
defendants from misleading this Court as they apparently misled 
Judge Cardenas when submitting the objection to Mr. Armstrong's 
testimony wherein they represented that these settlements had 
been universally approved. 
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consistent with a waiver of the conflict between his clients and 

the deponents, nevertheless, in light of the foregoing efforts at 

suppression, it is simply not conceivable that there is no tacit 

agreement or intent in such waiver to continue to suppress 

evidence. While a future motion 1.o compel. may cure the 

suppression caused by a deliberate scheme to make improper 

objections on relevance grounds, no such motion can cure the 

likely lack of candor, or indeed, the misrepresentation that may 

be the result of the representation of these witnesses by their 

former adversary because they fear Scientology will sue them if 

they testify. Accordingly, Heller must be removed as counsel 

before the continuation of the Schomer deposition and be removed 

as well from continued representation of DeWolf. 

For this Court to countenance the representation of a witness by 

the attorney who sought to suppress his evidence pursuant to a 

contract the attorney drafted that was designed to prevent 

testimony adverse to his clients and who has threatened another 

witness with a lawsuit would be to sanction their complete 

disrespect for the truth-finding process and for the canons of 

ethics.12  

12It is also inconsistent with an attorney's professional 
duties which include the mandate at Business and Professions 
Code, section 6068(d) the duty "to employ, for the purpose of 
maintaining the causes confided to him such means only as are 
consistent with truth". And, of course, the Rules of 
Professional Ethics prohibit the suppression of evidence. 
Furthermore, Corydon believes that the actions of Heller and 
the defendants herein are felony violations of one or more 
provisions of the Penal Code dealing with attempts to influence 
witnesses and/or to persuade them not to testify. See Penal 
Code sections 136 et seq. 
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Accordingly, plaintiff seeks an order as follows: 

(1) that no defendant herein, their attorneys, agents, 
employees or associates, communicate with any witness that has 
been subpoenaed or who in the future is subpoenaed by plaintiff 
who. has entered into any settlement agreement or mutual release 
with or for the benefit of any defendant herein; 

(2) that no attorney for any defendant herein represent any 
deponents subpoenaed by plaintiff in connection with any 
depositions herein; 

(3) that no defendant herein, or their attorneys, agents, 
employees or associates pay or offer to pay for attorneys to 
represent any deponent in this lawsuit subpoenaed by plaintiff 
or suggest to deponents the names of any attorneys; 

(4) that defendants, each of whom are beneficiaries of the 
settlement agreements which are the subject of discussion 
herein, prepare a statement that plaintiff can include with 
deposition subpoenas to ex-Scientologists in the future 
containing the following language: 

"TO ALL PERSONS WHO HAVE SIGNED SETTLEMENT AGREEMENTS WITH 
CONFIDENTIALITY CLAUSES WITH ANY AND ALL SCIENTOLOGY ENTITIES: 

PLEASE NOTE, BY ORDER OF LOS ANGFLES SUPERIOR COURT, 
THE UNDERSIGNED HEREBY ADVISES YOU THAT YOU CAN NOT 
BE SUED FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT FOR TESTIFYING FULLY 
AND CANDIDLY AT SUCH DEPOSITIONS." Religious 
Technology Center, Church of Scientology 
International, Church of Scientology of California, 
Author Services Inc, Bridge Publications Inc, 
Scientology Missions International; 

(5) that attorney Heller be disqualified from representing Mr. 
Schomer and Mr. DeWolf and that he advise Mr. Schomer to confer 
directly with Ms. Plevin regarding the continuation of his 
deposition or retain other counsel in that connection; 

(6) that the commission for the deposition of Ron DeWolf be 
re-issued by this Court so that he may be deposed again without 
the presence of Mr. Heller as counsel; 

(7) that because the conduct complained of herein demonstrates 
such complete bad faith without colorable reason, defendants be 
ordered to pay sanctions of $4,899. 75 per the Declaration of 
Toby L. Plevin paragraph 8. 

Toby L./Plevin, Attorney 
Date: 
	

for Plaintiff 
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DECLARATION OF TOBY L. PLEVIN  

I, Toby L. Plevin, declare as follows: 

1. I am counsel of record for Bent Corydon in the within 

proceeding. 

2. There is no Transcript of P±oceedings of the hearing at 

which this Court considered defendants' motion for a protective 

order. However to the best of my recollection, when ruling on 

defendants' motion the Court stated that they could not prevent 

percipient witnesses from testifying. 

3. Siihmitted herewith as Exhibits A and B are true copies of 

letters I received from Lawrence Heller dated November 3, 1989 

and October 17, 1989, respectively. 

4. Lawrence E. Heller has appeared as counsel for deponents in 

this matter, Ronald DeWolf and Howard E. (Homer) Schomer on 

February 19 and March 7, respectively. 

5. Attached as Exhibit I is a true copy of excerpts from 

testimony given by Schomer in another lawsuit. The entirety of 

his testimony is being lodged separately with the Court. 	6.1 

have read many pages of testimony in several lawsuits and many 

declarations by signatories against Scientology. These people 

were called to testify against Scientology and testified at 

length about fraud, violence, other criminal activities of 

Scientology, the abuse of confidences and many other things 

damaging to Scientology. 

7. I have reviewed the Settlement Agreement of Margery 

Wakefield which was one of four reviewed and approved at the same 

time in a Florida federal court. Unlike the Armstrong and Franks 

agreements, that agreement does not contain the provision 
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requiring that individuals avoid service of process. 

Accordingly, there is no evidence that any court has approved the 

language which Corydon contends is illegal. As the Wakefield 

settlement agreement referred to in this is under seal, 

unfortunately it can not be attached hereto. 

8. 	I am cognizant of this Court's admonition to counsel in 

this case not to request sanctions as a matter of routine. 

However, the conduct which has forced plaintiff's counsel to 

prepare this motion is egregious and can have no pretext of being 

consistent with the ethical duties attorneys are sworn to uphold. 

Accordingly, I request sanctions to reimburse plaintiff for the 

substantial expenditures involved in the DeWolf and Schomer 

depositions because the misconduct described herein has rendered 

those efforts wasteful. Plaintiff seeks sanctions under C.C.P. 

section 128.5, separate and apart from remedies that may be 

available pursuant to motions to compel, in the amount of 

$4,899.75 as follows: (a) the court reporter fees for the DeWolf 

deposition $656.00; (b) the court reporter fees for the first day 

of the Schomer deposition, $1,143.75; (3) attorney fees for both 

depositions (12 hrs times $175.00), totalling $2,100.00; (4) 

attorney travel time and travel expenses to Carson City Nevada, 

$900.00. 

Sworn under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of 

California this 	 day of March, 1990. 

62 
Toby L. Plevin, Attorney for 
Plaintiff 
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on interested parties in this action by placing 
thereof in sealed envelop(s) addressed as follows: 

rue copy 

oby 	P evin 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

I 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES ) SS 

I an a resident of the county of Los Angeles; I an over the age 
of eighteen years and am not a party to the within entitled 
action; my business address is 6380 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1600, 
Los Angeles Ca. 90048. 

On 4/?-"Ea/7//79q  I served the following documents described as: 

William Drescher 	 Lawrence E. Heller 
Wyman Bautzer et al 
	

Turner Gerstenfeld et al 
2049 Century Park East 14th Fl 
	

8383 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 510 
Los Angeles, CA 90067 
	

Beverly Hills, Ca. 90211 

Kendrick Moxon 	 Michael Hertzberg 
Bowles and Moxon 	 740 Broadway - 5th Floor 
6255 Sunset Blvd. Suite 2000 
	

New York, New York X0003 
Hollywood, Ca. 90028 
	

C -7) f2c 

BY MAIL 

I am fully familiar with my office's mail collection and 
preparation practices and procedures and I deposited said 
envelop(s) in accordance with my office's mail pick-up procedure 
for delivery on the same day to the U.S. mail with first class 
postage. 

BY FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 

I caused said envelops to be transmitted by facsimile to the 
persons and offices listed above. 

	BY PERSONAL SERVICE 

I caused said envelops to be delivered by hand to the persons and 
offices listed above. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the state 
of California that the foregoin is t erd correct. Executed 
at Los Angeles, California on 	/ 	, 1990. 

28 
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EXHIBIT D 



I, GERALD ARMSTRONG, declare and state that: 

1. I am the defendant and cross-complainant in the 

case of Church of Scientology of California vs. Gerald Armstrong, 

Los Angeles Superior Court No. C420153. I was a member of 

Scientology from 1969 to 1981 and have been involved in 

litigation with various' Scientology entities, hereinafter 

referred to as "the organization", since 1982. I have testified 

approximately 47 days in trials or depositions in at least 10 

cases against Scientology. I am very knowledgeable in 

Scientology litigation and operations, and am qualified to render 

the opinion in Paragraph 7 below. 

2. In 1985 and throughout 1986, I worked as a 

paralegal in the law firm of Flynn, Joyce and Sheridan in Boston, 

Massachusetts. I worked on all the organization-related 

litigation handled by the firm during that period. Michael Flynn 

was the prime mover in much of the organization-related 

litigation throughout the United States until December 1986 when 

he settled all tlip cases in which he was involved. I was 

represented in Armstrong by Flynn, Joyce and Sheridan and the law 

firm of Contos and Bunch in Woodland Hills, California until the 

settlement. 

3. In a declaration I executed December 25, 1990, 

which I filed in the California Court of Appeal in the 

organization's appeal (Civ. No. B038975) from a Superior Court 

ruling unsealing the Armstrong court file, which had been sealed 

in December, 1986, I detailed the circumstances of and my 

involvement in the settlement. In that declaration, I waived the 

attorney-client privilege between Mr. Flynn and me only as to our 
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conversations concerning the settlement, and I reiterate that 

waiver at this time, and extend it to include my other attorneys. 

4. During the settlement negotiations and thereafter, 

I learned from Mr. Flynn, and two other attorneys in both firms 

which represented me in Armstrong, that all the attorneys who had 

been involved in the organization-related litigation had agreed, 

as part of the settlement, to not represent or assist anyone in 

any future litigation against the organization. 

5. Each of the law firms involved was also required, 

as part of the settlement, to turn over to the organization its 

Scientology-related documentary evidence, as was each of the 

litigants. Each of the litigants, moreover, was required, as 

part of the settlement, to not assist any aggrieved party in 

future litigation against the organization, and to avoid service 

of process in such litigation. These conditions are stated 

the settlement agreement I signed in December 1986, a copy of 

which is marked and exhibited herewith as Exhibit "1". 

6. Since the settlement, the organization's attorneys 

have threatened me on six occasions that I would be sued if I 

violated the settlement's restrictions. The organization 

meanwhile has itself violated the letter and spirit of the 

settlement regarding me on numerous occasions. I have detailed 

these instances in my December 25, 1990 declaration and a 

declaration I executed on March 15, 1990 which was also filed in 

the above-referenced appeal. 

7. The effects of the December 1986 settlement 

agreements in the legal community and on future individuals 

aggrieved by the organization are obvious. Potential attorneys, 
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knowing or learning that they would be denied the documentary 

evidence which had previously been available, denied assistance 

from the key witnesses against the organization, and denied 

assistance from the most knowledgeable attorneys in the world in 

this field of litigation would be more than reluctant to accept 

representation of aggrieved individuals. Add to that, the 

general knowledge in the legal community of the harassive and 

threatening practices of the organization toward adverse 

attorneys, and the fact that well respected attorneys such as Mr. 

Flynn had agreed to an unethical or illegal settlement to escape 

the litigation, and it is no surprise that this country's 

attorneys avoid representing the organization's many victims. 

The victims are effectively cut off from communication with 

witnesses and access to evidence, and their ability to obtain any 

legal representation denied. 

I declare under the penalty of perjury under the laws of the 

United States and the State of California that the foregoing is 

true and correct and based on my personal knowledge, except those 

matters stated on information and belief, and as to those 

matters, I am informed and believe them to be true. 

// Executed this  /0 	day of July, 199 	Los Angeles, 

California. 

GERALD ARMSTRONG 
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EXHIBIT E 



WAKEFIELD v. ClICRI'll 111' SCIENTIDOCY OF CALIFORNIA 

Margery WAKEFIELD. Plaintiff. 

v. 

The CIIIIRCII 1/F SCIENTOIAD:V 
01' CALIFORNIA. Defendant- 

Appellee, 

Times Publishing Company and Tribune 
Company. Appellants. 

No. 844796. 

prf 	 11.111 1.1 cn SI11,1101:11AIA did liffiirri  

,:111,11 fflilirvitis-111ti for capable of repelito  
tom, yet ey 	revIeW 1,:!fre110111 III 111011t -
114,, fifecifIlki• after hearing was held; and 

newspaper which haul reported lull case did 
nut sect to intervene until two )ears alter 
closure. and case involved unique circum 
staiives. such as plaintiff's. "constant dis. 
regard and misuse of the judicial process." 
on which closure order was based 
I I.S C A Gist. Amend I 

2. Federal Courts €.-.611 

Parties niay make alternative claims. 
Aug 12, 19111 	 change claims. or sometimes file inconsist- 

ent claims, but may not do so in appellate 
court, Court of Appeals reviews case tried 

Religious In g a niz allot% sought orders 
in district court and does not try ever- 

t° show cause why plaintiff, which had 
brought suit against orgailizat 	

should changing theories parties fashion during 
' 	,  

not lie kohl in civil and criminal contempt appellate process. 

for violating confidentiality requirement of 
3. Federal Courts Q=723 

settlement agreement. Newspapers' 	• 
lions for access to contempt hearings and 	When addressing mootness. Court of  
related 	pleadings, 	proceedings. 	and Appeals determines whether judicial activi 

recoids, to determine if their reporters' ty remains necessary. 
qualified privilege prevented them from he 

nig compelled to testify, WAS 
dcnNd by the I. Federal Courts .a..121  

United ;tates District Court for the Middle 	Three exceptions to mootriess doctrine 
District of Florida. No. K2.1:11:1 ('IV-T• Ill, 	exist, issues are capable of repetition yet 
Elizaiwili A. Kovacheeich. J and new spa 	evading review; appellant has taken all 
pets appealed. The Court of Appeals. steps necessary to perfect appeal and to 

Hatchet!, Circuit Judge, held that newspa. preserve status quo: and trial court's order 

pers.  appeal from order denying them ac• will have possible collateral legal conse 

cess to contempt hearings did 1101 fall with- wieners 

ill capable 01 repetition, jet evading review 

exception to ',wiliness doctrine. 	 5. Federal Courts €=.723 

United States Court of Appeals. 
Eleventh Circuit 

Case dismissed 

I. Federal Courts 

Newspapers' appeal from order ilenv 
ing newspapers' motions for access to et i 
flenliary hearing :41 which hearing new spa 

Capable of repetition, yet evading re 
view exception to moonless doctrine applies 
if challenged action is of too short a dura-
tion to be fully litigated prior to its erns* 
ikon 	and reasonable expectation exists that 
s: 	• compla 	g party will he subject to 
same act 	 again 

t, 	I U...1...1...1 
0/111111.1i1 	 el so PIII\G 111 

Jowl Isrt 	 I • 4.•••of. 
• Moon, •••19 	tyra 1,0,1 1•1 MO .14110. .1 11., 41.091 
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6. Federal Courts 0423 

Mere Ii mithesis sir Ihenro viral pMlssibil 

it)' is insufficient I., sato:4% ler•I for capable 

Of repelilion. eel evading 	 esciption 

nfootoess duetting. 

Appeal fr 	 the United States District 

Court Ins Ow Middle District of Florida. 

Itefore HATCHET-I' and ('OX Circuit 

Judges, and 111:NDERSON, Senior Circuit 

Judge 

II Al'l 	('iicuit Judge: 

We dismiss this case. which at one time 

touched upon important first amendment 

issues. because the case has been rendered 

moot 	 I I 

FACTS 

Margery Wakefield and three other 

Waintiffs alleged that the Church of Sciine 

tology of California Ithe Church) committed 

various wrongful acts against them. On 

August 11, 3986. Wakefield, the other 

plaintiffs, and the Church entered into a 

settlement agreement which included provi- 

lions enjoining Wakefield am) the other 

plaintiffs from discussing, with other than 

immediate family Inentlwrs, II) the sills 

stance of their complaints against the 

V Church, (ii the substance of their claims 

against 11w Church, CH alleged wrongs the 

Church committed, awl (4) the contents of 

tiocuments returned to the Church. The 

&strict court approved the settlement 

agreement, sealed the court files, and dis 

inkssed the case with prejudice. The disc 

Missal meter specifically gave the court jut 

kstliction to enforce the settlement terms. 

Nonetheless. Wakefield publicly violated 

the sell Icing•iit 	tvg• tort it 's confidentiality 

Ian% 1,1011S 

In II/Xi, 111111 the I 11111C11 Mill Wakefield 

far,' m.11 tole: in enforce Ilse Sel 1 14.11111.1111 

agreement. The distract court requested 

that a magistrate judge address whether 

either party had violated the settlement 

agreement. On September 9, 198/1. the 

magistrate judge issued a report and sec 

ommendation which concluded that Wake-

field had violated the settlement agree-

ment, and the Church had fully complied 

with the agreement's terms and conditions 

On November :1, 1988, the Times Publish 

ing Company (the Times), which publishes 

the St Petersburg Times, moved to inter 

erne in this lawsuit, to unseal the court 

files, and to gain access to any contempt 

hearings. In its motions, the: Times alleged 

that 11w sealed court records and closed 

proceedings violated its and the public's 

constitutional and common law rights of 

access to judicial proceedings and records. 

In opposing the motions, the Church ar 

guest that they were untimely and barred 

by !aches. On May 1G. 1989, the district 

court adopted the magistrate judge's re• 

port. issued' a preliminary and permanent 

injunction against Wakefield, and referred 

the Times's motion to intervene to the mag• 

istrate judge. 

Notwithstanding the court's injunction, 

Wakefield continued to publicize the law• 

suit, Thus, on July Ift, 19/49, the Church 

sought orders to show cause why Wake-

field shOuld not be held in civil and criminal  

contempt. Tlw Church also sought slam 

ages, costs, and attorney's fees. To sup. 

port its requests, the Church submitted 

excerpts of newspaper, television, and ra 

dio interviews attributed to Wakefiekl. 

(In August 15, 1989, the magistrate 

judge submitted a report and recommenila  

111.11 ;1.1.11.1•••••1111.. 	 11.1.10.11 11. 1111.-If 

4.11c 	Ile l'..1.0111111,11.1141 I11:11 ;Ibsen, ;1 1.1111 

tilin! 1 	;ill I 111 111.1. 1.10141.ellniW,  Anal 

111e .f,lift 	eNt"..111 1.11- 4.11' 	per- 

taming to Die sett lenient, 7) 	141 Ile 1111..11 

;11111 lba1 'times 11.1. t111111411.11 111 inteneffe 

Doe to events discussed later in this 

ion, the district court has not issued a final 

miler 1111 these issues. 

The district (-nulrt scheduled an eviilentia 

ry hearing to address the Churelli's enn- 

templ motion As witnesses at the licar• 

the Church sulijawnaed reporter; for 

the St 'et crstur rg fonts and 	Pit pm 

Tram Pie. Consequently, the Times, and 

the Tribune ( .010114111N which publishes the 

70 ro po Tr-throw tlhe newspapersl, filed 

motions for access to hearings, pleadings. 

proceedings. and records re lated to the vim-

tempt hearings in order to determine if 

their reporters' qualified privilege prevent• 

ill them f 	compelled to testify. 

PROCEDCRAL IINT01111 

On September 11. 1989, the district court 

held an In camera proceeding to rule on 

the newspapers' motions. The district 

court deuwd the newspapers' motions fur 

arreitS to the hearings because the 1..'hureli 

suborn-liar:11 11w reporters only to establish 

the source and accuracy of the stateriwnts 

attrilluted to Wakefield. 'the district court 

also held that the reporters waived any 

privilege by publicly attributing the 	;111. 

1111.111S to Wakefield. 

In considering the newspapers' motions. 

the district court stated. -due to tlw Manx 

tiff's complete and utter disregard of prior 

orders of this ,..curt. the court concludes 

that any restriction :abort of complete do-

sure would be ineffective.-  It further held 

that "Ipluldicity of a private crusade has 

hey 	• her end. 1101 the fair ailjuilicati 4444 111  

	g 	• plait 

is stealing the coital', 1.1.1.1111111.... (rout o 

Tints. the &At .1 

tittirt eln,.ed the 	 sorirreedings 

the public :mil the press referring further 

procreilsogs to a Cuited Stales Magistrate 

Judge The magistrate judge began con-

tempt hearings on September 11, 19149 

Ou September 114, 1989, the newspapers 

filed a Notice of Appeal, a Motion for Expe 
doted Appeal. awl a Motion fin- Stay Pend. 

ing Appeal On September 29. 1989. this 

court granted expedited appeal, but ileilits1 

the newspapers' emergency motion for a 

stay of the contempt proceedings pending 

resolution of the expedited appeal 

On appeal. the newspapers argued that 

the closure violated their first amendment 

and common law rights of access to judicial 

priwevilings. They contended that the pub-

lic's right of access outweighs the rationale 

for keeping the settlement agreement con 

fiilential. The Church contended that 

Wakefield's -open and defiant conturna. 

nous conduct" mandated closure and that 

the newspapers did not enjoy an absolute 

constitutional or common law right of ac 

cess to civil proceedings. 

During our first oral argument, we 

leariwil that the newspapers had never re-

quested the district court to allow access to 

the contempt hearing transcripts. time 

the hearings had been c 	jaded before 

oral argument, we issued A Noveinlwr 

1989. order which temporarily remanded 

tlw case to the district court fur the limited 

purpose of allowing the newspapers to seek 

access to the contempt hearing transcripts. 

The order further instructed tlw district 

court in rule on such a request "within a 

teasing:11de time 
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IL .11<4:1:14:1.11 • 01111 Mil 111: SCIIENT111.111:1 I/1-.  1. .11.141111N1 t 	11.29 

III .I 'few 2:1. 19'./11 .'it•hl  tismtl 	.0141 I lir 

1:1.1 ...lilt 'opt lo 	the magLlrate 

pollee submitted a lepost and rec., 000000 

twit whole C.1111111.1.41 that Wakefield haul 

willfully %belated the court's 	sues 

lie 	held that while a civil contempt 
finding could lee appropriate. he suggested 

the case be referred to the I nitre! States 

Atteerne4 . office for K11,1'1'111 i1111 1111 1 Ile 
criminal contempt 1 li:irges 	'flee district 
court has hoot issued a final order address-
ing w teethe, 1Vakefichl is in (it el OF 11'1 lll i ll al 
1111111'111/11 

OW1111.111'. 	 year after slur 

itemporan remand. 1 lk 111,1 ir 1 1:1111111 had 
nor ruled on the new •11a1.4.1 s' 1141111's 1 S FM' 

acre-,  1.1 Ilk V1111111110 

Mk:. the 111- % ls..pyr- filial a 	111111 re 

litet-Aing that the. cuurl rlanly the 	•rt-asoie 

able !mien  language in the 34evkiteller 

Ittso order. In order I.. speed fivaliialion 
of Ilse. matter. the. lours denied the elarili 

1111 /1111 111..11..11 10111 r•seirel all °flirt sta 1 1111.... 

1.1 11 1.1 1 '1.1 1.1111.1.1 .1 	191111, 1 Ili% tour1 will 

elblerlaull a reque.i Isar relief adilressmg 

the eleda‘ that ha... eurreel since our to 

mated tee the 411.1i Hi room pre.10111'11 that 
rrhrl lia • 'ken ...Nur 111 	After this clear 

•ignal 'or aition. Ilse .10.111c1 c 	t i••••treol 
Now rfillf..r 21. 19911, miler unsealing 111.• 

tit .I contemn. roue...low transcripts. tot 

few Inc Iloose platoons .4 	.1 	closed the 

11..',11  ..1"iveillent trine, 

kdO „.. %Loll. 21, 1991. the newspaper. Weil 

1111011111 reyuea mg a .W.4•0,1141 oral :tiger 

11b4 .111, w hit II t he 1 loileh f•lop..11. 1110 .tiorii 

111, 1991. we granted Ilie newspapers' nor- 

Iwo,  Isar a .r1111111 "rail .1,r 	mt. instruct 

mg the vows no address Ill whetlwr the 

t ase it a.. Moon. 121 w het !ter a t ASV or con 

timer.% remained. and I It whether a rea 
suitable peesileilit% 	1,l 	s1.1 1 1..11.1.111 4'11 	..1 

The s..14. Iss111. %%4. IliSEIUNs is VI 111'1 Ike 1111:. 

case IS 1110.11 

CONTENTIONS 

The newspapers argue that (leis case i. 
11111 1110111 because the resort can grant relief 
which will affect the joarties ley mitering 
release of all the judicial documents relat-
ing to the contempt healing and the mire 
leased transcript ;sages. 

The Church contends that (his case is 
MIMI( 31111 11/11•• DOI present a cast' or ri/111 us-

versy whirl, this court may address. It 
emphasizes that the newt:II-awes initially 
sought 111:1'1•Ks lit the firocevolings tie repro 
sent their repeaters. then under sulepnetta. 

It argues that this aspect of the Ease is 
absolutely moot because the I lettrele /re• 

leased the reporters films their submienas 

I 1.21 This case, at 	its Is:ginning, 

presented ale interesting and important is 
sue: under what circumstances may roil 
judicial proweedings lie closed it. the 11111,1k 

and the jere.ss.! Illtifeert weakly  the 151'v,  
ver. dill not prevail in their of furls 111 halt 

Ihr preicetiltiegs: this court denied their 

motions to stay the jerieceedings pending 
the expedited appeal The 111.M 	ar 

gm'  that t5  5. should address whether a 14111 

sintitional right lel 	If' 61 ii lir. weed 

Ts, del sue, however. would can 

staple an advisors opinion. '1111• hearing 

that is the sulejel I sat this case ter 	ated 

almost two years ago. Although (he news. 
papers 	all interest in tile 1,11ntilill11 10111 
al 11111.81 11.11. perkily: fit, future CaLS"., nn 

"lit 	411%i• ter ceintrovi.rsy remains in this 
ease Ilie hearings have heel' r 	140.441, 

alitl Ihr iww Afalwv4 hate 141.11 given the 

lira' slur 1r:inset ept, ' 

When a l.hes.ulg 	 .A.• .1, • 
(ermine whether judicial ;relit ill, 10111411C,  

	

alb r. SC/1/1 	4'22 I .  S. 191► . 
ur.). 93 5.1.1 2191, 22W., 	1..14.24 
It Ilo-Lei 	Al rase 	 moot, and 
Ilierelofre. 	icsal 	:IN itit silt ills! a 
case 11r 111111 111VerSy. 'w 11111 the iSSIII•S 
pre.eitt1..1 are no longer "lit e" or the par 
toe% lark a legally CI .11 it irta Isle interest in the 
forte 	• 	If ICr N Chrort will (M. r. 1 ',rit- 
ual Slates 	I' 	/4111; I: 2.1 981, 9/19 11 1th 
l'ir.191414 Iquoling rit iird Slut lex r. (ire 
rimbly. 	I..S. :188, 	104) S 	121/2, 
121114, Iwo 1.1:41241 .179 1191...1)) 

111 	Three elsceiti IIIS In the 11111111 111'SS 
111111r111r exist I 1 1 1111• issues are capable .4 
n141111.1. ye! I.% alli1114 1.1.% 	; 121 an ;WIWI 
lam has taken all steps necessary lu I•er• 
feet the aisp..al and 1 111 preserve the status 
quo, and 1:11 the trial cutlets 111"111.1' will 
Ila% i• 1,,,sSildir coil:der:a legal cinisequences 
It .1' Ii rhetriscal (Si,. Km; r 2,1 a1 9911 

Ilk 111.S11:11N'1ut argue alai 1111: 	,v 
falls within the -capable of repetition yet 
e‘ ailing flee Mw' 11111,11.111.5% l`NC11.11411:. They 
argue that a Vas,' is 11.11 1111.411 it illis fowl 
ram grant ilk( (bat affects the interested 

,1 /tor 	 .4s..otrot(iors s. 

.1 	p 	r 2.1 1:191 1711i 1•ir.199m: 
It also,, r• 	1). pot I mem, 1,l late. WI'. 

199 I'  2•1 	19111 eir.19$1.1 	11.us, (het 
assert pled we should order the encase 
all 	I111' ,1111111'1:11 11,k111111.111.. 	11•1:I11.11 	111 	1 Ile 

I. 	It is also Ir,n 1,4.11111. 111.11 111.•  1111, ,pJrs 1 • 11.11 

11410E14 1/1..1. 4 	 .1..1.' ..1.44a• kV. 111 119•1 5444 J. 
Ili.. hiss ....who .5 	••• ..t1 	llllll in.11.11 .11.J 

lllll 	lin go nand,. 'lull elm 	mrsIg:111 
I.. 04140 111.11 111 	141s In  .o • woe. Mod 11 ,11 

411..1'1 	1 111.111, 1,1111 lull l.r.0 /1 Jr. 115,51 11. 
114 .11 CV,  IuJ I..11 t...110.1.14.41, 11., 1.4 %1 4.1...1144 • 

ILY41 	,+.97111 11.,. 11.•:11 liar n.lns. 111.0, 11..1.1 
1.,..11.1.1, 41 In 	11.1. 60111 	"4..441 n 111. 

1.411 	14 1 4.11 14.10 	..1 II., 1144.11 ii.t! It Ails. npl 	111.  

le lip! Iteaillig Mid the Mil cleas.1 I fait 

se nisi 'ear!' s 	I11 their %new. these eloci  
'mem, Are v....will lull ..1 1111:1 1 011' 111.111114 

undlraaud %hal happened to Wakef11-14P 

151 . 	n4' sioalwrs do not meet the 
1. Weill 1.elis.  two cemelitions in order for the 
capable of repetition. yet evading re% iow 

exception to apply 111 thy rhallenged ac-
tion roust lir of 111.1 short a &ratio'', to lee 
fully litigated prior to its cessations. and 121 
a reasonable exi.erIali.... must exist that 

the Sarne complaining party will lw subject 
to the same action again. Ilrfinitren r 

finorl/i,rd. 42:1 	S. Ill, 149, 91! S 	341. 
3114, Hi I. E.1'2..1 :1:41 119151. 

As all example of the action's short dura• 

tient, the newspapers assert that they acted 

promptly by filing during Illy contempt 'tro 

ves-ding's adjournment a motion for a slay.  
pending the appeal of the di.strict court's 

closure. The rtrord refutes this assertion. 
The 	Itching case has hewn in ihe federal 
coin( system since Not ember 29, 19$2 

Exen pilor to the 191111 (insure, the Times 
reported on the Wakefield case, but not 
until 191111. did Times seek to intenene. 
Additionally . the newspapers did not appeal 

the closure order until ilia• contempt hear 
mg had lieu adjourned for a C10111111a1111Ce. 
These 101:1!1 refute 	newspapers' 
linos of the action's short duration 

Eikewieae•  the newspapers cannot satisfy 

the sea lend 4 erudition 	lit addressing the 

loci% .paiwo • 'cal lite 	col ikave• .• I tem 	 

1111.0•11 J.141 (411V1111../1 	 ‘1.111% 14 

1110.1 1s'• f/f1C14-n141'd 111 11111, 4.1.4111 11.11 relit 
1,,,:,4:111‘.1.1 I.. 

	

.111. 1 ,1.1111• •1410111 111.1% .lung%IA 	 

111.1t •10.11C/1111C14 	 11. 	, 1101 	11 

	

111.1% 11411 JO Ms Ili I/1C J11104:11.114 ...1111 	1111,  

• 1.111 is 1, 44 Illa.  Cale II.J in 	Jon So I Ilnufl. 

II 	J.. 4. 11.41 11% e•s 	11J1149111! 	I. • 11.11 It. • 

S 11.01 donne 1 Is .sivr. 11.,1c 1.4 



I)10 	WAKEFIE1.11 v 1'IIll'It1'111 	SCIENT01.414:1' 	1',11.111;01tNIA 

recond Inmldlino the newspaper- argue 

Thal it this (owl doe, nut rifler podicial 
guidance. 3 ',VW:11113We t•\ 

0131 I his ...morn ersy will recur 
They specifically slate that they "continue 
to evpeet end ,11,114VI that secret chinch 
proceedings 	liring or will lw held,-  and 

suspect that the Church will bring con-
tempt proceedings against the other plain-
tiffs The reconl does not support these 
suspicions 

161 llus C23. Involves unique circum. 
stances which are hut easilv etwated. 

Wakefield's (11111,13111 disregard and misuse 
) of 11w judicial process mandated partial 

closure Since Wakefield's contempt hear-
ing concluded. the Chureh has nut institute 

ea 	 has the district court conducted any 
additional contempt beatings. show cause 

bearings. or ro en mei is proceedings. Fur-

thermore. nothing Indic:tics that the 
Church contemplates these actions. Al-

though the newspapers' suspicions that se 

2. 	1. %At Itrt ttted. the 'was ow, tn et I 154 baked 
. .he new •papso% did not pie‘ ail un Open 

motion lot slat prisdnie appeal We 	V. as 
wine that in the ',ioic r axes .vast sill he 

31,1C11 

suet church and landslip( proceeding,  w ill 
occur constitute 3 Ihrrrrrt saI 

wire by pothesis iir 	 possibility is 
insufficient Ito satisk, the Zest stated iii 

Weinstein 	.119r9tin r Iltpberis. 702 r 2iI 
•)4 1  9.17 11 Ith Cir.19W1) ilms, no 

able expectation" exists that this rout tilt er 

s$ will occur again 

The, newspapers' interest in the notion 

taut constitutional issue which was mice 
alive in this case is understandable. 

Nevertheless, we must wait for another 

case with a current controversy, and with a 

wellxleveloped record to address the issue. 

The fact that much of the delay in this case 

is attributable to a Inisy and overburdened 

federal district VIIIIrt is unfoulunate 

Because the newspapers cannot satisfy 

the capable of reiwtition. yet evading 1e 

view requirements, this case is mord. Ac-

cordingly. this Case is dismissed.' 

DISMISSED 

3 	We cspi s-s na opomon on w briber the re 
onaining ch.ieli paws id the transi inns out 
1,11111.1.11V 11%.  sought in 311141%1 kik Gil lips vw 

Adel Iillirt., I S Courts West Publishing t 	patsy , Saint Paid, M 
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DO NOT PUBL, 

:N THZ (IN= STATES COURT OF APPEALS 

FOR THE ELLVENTM CIRCUIT 

No. 89..3505 
Non-Ar5u=ent Calendar 

....nommmommo•••• 

OiStrict Court UOcket No. 81-174-CIV-T-17 

NANCY McLEAN, and 
JOHN MoLEAN, her son, 

Plaintiffs-Appellants, 

versus 

THE CHURCII OF SCIENTOLOGY OF CALIFORNIA, 
MARY SUE HUBBARD, L. RON HU/IR-ARO, 
JOSEPH PETER LISA, KILTON wOLZE And 
MEREEL vxmwrearc,- 

Oefendints-Appellees. 

Appeal from the United States District ccurt 
for the Middle OiStrict of Florida 

(SOptern'.1er 17, :991) 

aefre 7:0FLAT, chief Judge, JOHNSON and EOMONDsON, circuit Zudges, 

PER CURIAM: 

Appellant McLean appeals the district court's order permanently 

enjoining her from disclosing any information about her lawsuit against 
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the Churcii -;,t Scientology (Church) and the nisi/Ring Settlement 

Agreement tnter•d Into between McLean and the Church. We attirrn.1  

McLean and her son sued the Church in 1981. In August 1986 

McLean and the Church entered into a court-supervised Settlement 

Agreement requiring the Church to pay an undisclosed sum to McLean 

and requiring McLean to turn over to the Church any documents relating 

to the litigation and prohibiting McLean from, among other things, 

discussing with anyone, other than immediate family members, the 

circumstances.. surrounding the litigation or discussing. _any factual 

evidence that might have supported the litigation. in March 1988 the 

Church moved for a preliminary end a permanent injunction, claiming 

1 The outcome of this decision was delayed pending final resolution 
of the issues in yajolield v. churtufigientaiagX, 	F.2d 	(11th 
Cir, 1991) (finding moot the motion filed by local newspapers seeking, 
access to the Settlement Agreement entered into among the Church and 
various plaintiffs ). Because the Ala 	decision has no Impact on 
the merits of this case, we need discuss it no further. 

2- 
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that McLesil !Isis violating the terms of the Settlement Agreement and 

that she should be enjoined from further violations.2  

The district court referred the matter to a magistrate judge. The 

magistrate judge admitted into evidence affidavits submitted by the 

Church, indloating that McLean had violated the terms of the settlement 

agreement The magistrate judge also heard testimony from McLean, 

who was given a full opportunity to rebut the matters contained in the 

affidavit After considering the matter, the magistrate judge Issued a 

Report and Recommendation concluding that McLean violated the 

Agreement. The district court accepted the Report and Recommendation 

and entered.against_Mcl.ean a preliminary and 4.P-4-KMP"It-iPlunction 

that enjoined her from further disclosing the substance of her complaint 

and claim against the Church, alleged wrongs committed by the Church 

and the substance of documents that were returned to the Church under 

the Settlement Agreement. This appeal followed. 

2  Because the record in this case is under seal, cur outline of the 
underlying facts of this appeal will be cursory. 

3- 
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McLean claims that the permanent injunction against her further 

disclosures should be reversed because the district court filled to give 

her proper notice that it consolidated the preliminary- and permanent-

injunction hearings. We disagree. Although 'it is generally inappropriate 

for a federal court at the preliminary-injunotion stags to give a final 

judgment on the merits,' University of Tens v. Cajnertiscit 101 S, Ct. 

1830, 1834 (1981) (citations omitted), Rule 65(8)(2) of the Federal Rules 

of Civil Procedure allows consolidation of the preliminary.intunction 

hearing and the hearing on the merits of the permanent injunction. Fed. 

R. Civ. P. 65(8)(2). Before preliminary- and permanent-injunction 

hearings can be consolidated, though, parties must have notice of 

consolidation. ICI.; tilifiY_ALCC2i v. Generix 	$ates. !allay 460 F.2d 

1026, 1106 (5th Cir. 1972).3  The district court's failure, however, to give 

notice *is not a sufficient basis for appellate reversal; [McLean] must 

3 This court adopted as precedent all decision* of the former Fifth 
Circuit Court of Appeals decided prior to October 1, 1981. Bonne( vt  
City of Pritchard, eel F.2d 1206 (11th Cir, 1961). 

4 
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also show that the procedures followed resulted in prejudice, i.e., that 

the lack of notice caused (Mclean] to withhold certain proof which would 

show [her] entitlement to relief on the merits.' 1St; 	Garcia v- Smith, 

680 F. 2d 1327, 1328 (11th Cir. 1982). After reviewing the record, we 

conclude that McLean has not been prejudiced. 

At the preliminary-injunction hearing, McLean testified among other 

things that she had reacquired certain documents turned over to the 

Church and that she was using thee* documents to ,counsel' Church 

members. She testified further that she had discussed certain aspects 

of her suit against the Church with persons who were not members of 

her Immediate_ family. if we view this testimony in the light moat 

favorable to McLean and if we assume that any evidence she might have 

presented at a later hearing on the merits would have fully corroborated 

her testimony, we would still find that she violated the terms of the! 

Settlement Agreement So, because McLean in effect conceded that shel 

was violating the terms of the Settlement Agreement, we conclude that 

she was not prejudiced by being denied notice of the consolidation of 

her preliminary and permanent injunction hearings. 
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McLean also srsues on appeal that the district court erred in 

holding that reacquisition and disclosure of reacquired documentary 

evidence violated the Settlement Agreement We find this ergument to 

be completely without merit. if the district court had held that 

reacquisition alone violated the Settlement Agreement, we might be 

influenced. The district court, however, held that reacquisition and 

disclosure violated the Settlement Agreement. We agree. 

ill 

For the foregoing reasons, we AFFIRM the district court's order of 

preliminary -and-permanent injunctive relief to the .Church. 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
ss. 

COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES ) 

I am employed in the County of Los Angeles, State of 

California. I am over the age of eighteen (18) years and not a 

party to the within action. My business address is 6255 Sunset 

Blvd., Suite 2000, Hollywood, California 90028. 

On October 7, 1991, I caused to be served the foregoing 

document described as NOTICE OF MOTION AND MOTION TO SEAL PRIOR 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT; MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN 

SUPPORT THEREOF on interested parties in this action by placing 

a true copy thereof enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage 

thereon fully prepaid in the United States mail at Hollywood, 

California, addressed as per the attached Service List. 

If hand service is indicated on the above list, I caused 

the above-referenced paper to be served by hand. 

Executed on October 7, 1991 at Hollywood, California. 

e r*t- 



SERVICE LIST 

Ford Greene 
711 Sir Francis Drake Blvd. 
San Anselmo, CA 94960-1949 

Michael Lee Hertzberg 
740 Broadway, Fifth Floor 
New York, New York 10003 

James H. Berry, Jr. 
BERRY & CAHALAN 
2049 Century Park East, Suite 2750 
Los Angeles, CA 90067 


